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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
As part of the broader US-Canada Pacific Salmon Treaty renewal process, the Coho salmon chapter 
(Chapter 5) will be renegotiated by the end of 2017. Concerns have been raised within both Parties regarding 
their current technical capacity to meet the assessment requirements of the existing Chapter and the need to 
explore potential strategies to address the challenges faced by both Parties in fully implementing it. In 
support of the renegotiation process, and in response to concerns with the existing Chapter, the Southern 
Panel commissioned a series of workshops with the Coho Working Group (CoWG) to investigate alternative 
management scenarios for the Pacific Salmon Treaty Coho management regime. The Coho Technical 
Committee (CoTC) developed an illustrative set of alternative management strategies that, in addition to the 
management approach set out by the current Chapter, provided contrasting examples for the CoWG to 
explore and evaluate their strengths, weaknesses and uncertainties. The intended benefits of the workshops 
to the Southern Panel and CoWG were: 1) to build a common understanding of trade-offs in the predicted 
performance among the alternative management strategies, so the Parties could subsequently consider the 
type of strategy (and components) to develop in more detail as they prepare for and engage in the 
renegotiations; and, 2) to work through the process bilaterally so as to provide both Parties with a common 
information base and experience engaging in constructive discussions about trade-offs among alternatives 
(including the current Chapter) prior to engaging in renegotiation. This Executive Summary describes the 
major themes that emerged from the final workshop. 

Principles to Consider During Renegotiations 

There was general agreement among participants1 that as the Parties renegotiate the Chapter they should 
consider the following principles: 

• the overarching objectives and goals of the current Chapter are still appropriate 

• the new Chapter should address deficiencies in the current Chapter without losing the beneficial 
elements of it 

• the new Chapter should be enabling rather than prescriptive 

• the new Chapter should balance flexibility with stability 

• the new Chapter should be feasible to implement with available information given constraints on 
agency support for funding, staffing and stock and fishery assessment capacities 

• the new Chapter should improve coordination between domestic processes and bilateral obligations 

• the new Chapter should establish a solid foundation for future management that recognizes 
increasing environmental uncertainty 

• the new Chapter should be transparent about limitations of analyses undertaken to support it and 
explicitly communicate uncertainty 

                                                      

 
1 Based on discussions at the November workshop as well as earlier discussions on objectives at the May workshop. 
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Key Issues of Concern and Actions to Addresses Them 

Four major issues (and potential areas of future work) were identified and discussed in detail at the final 
workshop. The workshop did not attempt to seek consensus on any of the issues discussed; however, these 
four issues represent areas where there appeared to be general agreement on the importance and relevance 
of the issue and thus the value of further development or exploration. This should not be interpreted as 
agreement on or commitment to any of the particular actions that were identified. Furthermore, there may be 
other important issues of concern that were not raised or discussed at the workshop. 

These issues are not listed in order of priority – they are listed in the order they were discussed at the 
workshop. Actions under “what can be done” are numbered when they follow a logical sequence of steps.  

Recommendations on “what can be done” under each major issue came from ideas raised and discussed by 
participants at the workshop. We note those instances when we further developed or substantially reframed 
specific recommendations. 

Addressing changing/uncertain environmental conditions 
The climactic and environmental conditions Coho experience at different life stages are changing and there is 
increased uncertainty regarding how those conditions will continue to change and how Coho and other 
salmon species will respond to them. We can no longer predict future conditions and biological responses 
from the past and this will have large impacts on the Parties’ ability to successfully manage stocks, including 
forecasting Coho salmon returns and planning and prosecuting fisheries. This uncertainty needs to be 
explicitly acknowledged and management should strive to be more responsive to environmental change. 

What can be done: 

• Communicate the importance of this issue to the Pacific Salmon Commission (PSC) and its 
Commissioners. 

• Explicitly acknowledge this issue within the text of the new Chapter. 

• Establish a group within the PSC to track information on changing environmental conditions of 
relevance to salmon across regions and/or organizations and coordinate the communication of such 
information to both Parties in a timely manner. 

• Explore the feasibility of developing emergency management mechanisms that allow for 
extraordinary steps to be taken both before and in-season should conditions indicate the need for 
such interventions. 

• Communicate (to the other Party) what climate indicators are currently being relied upon 
domestically to monitor environmental change and inform management.2 

• Further consider if productivity should be explicitly incorporated into the Chapter, and if so how it 
should it be addressed (e.g., guiding principle). There was broad recognition of the potential value of 
explicitly incorporating productivity in the determination of Management Unit (MU) status. 

                                                      

 
2 ESSA recommendation based on workshop discussions identifying the problem (i.e., lack of or incomplete 
communication on this topic).  
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Providing flexibility in exploitation rate (ER) caps 
There was recognition by some workshop participants of the potential benefits of providing some flexibility to 
each Party to occasionally exceed exploitation rate (ER caps. Currently the ER caps within the Chapter 
constrain other non-Coho fisheries that may incidentally catch Coho. Added flexibility might allow for 
increased opportunities to harvest other species, but some participants were also concerned about the 
potential for adverse impacts on Coho stocks, especially those at low status. There was broad recognition 
that the actual impacts to Coho (which could be significant or minimal) would be strongly dependent on the 
specific details of the approach taken. Therefore, before this is considered further, quantitative assessment of 
the potential trade-offs between harvest and conservation outcomes would be required. Due to these 
uncertain risks, participants were not in agreement over whether implementing such a feature would be 
acceptable but agreed that further work on the topic of flexibility is warranted. 

What can be done: 

1. Explore development of a framework for further bilateral exploration of mechanisms to allow 
occasional exceedances of ER caps – i.e., agreement in principle, pending further development, 
analyses and agreement. 

2. Identify hypothetical approaches or mechanisms that allow for flexibility to exceed ER caps (e.g., 
allow exceedance by no more than 5% in no more than one in every four years) and then use 
simulation modelling to quantify the predicted fishery and conservation performance of the approach 
and inform a risk assessment. Review results, revise alternatives and re-evaluate as necessary.3 

3. If a bilaterally agreeable approach is identified, develop an appropriate process (including 
communication between the Parties) for implementing, and monitoring effectiveness of, alternatives 
identified in step 2.4 

Improving alignment of domestic planning processes 
The US and Canadian (CDN) pre-season domestic planning processes do not align in a manner that allows 
for timely and complete exchange of information between the Parties. In particular, the US has to finalize 
their fishery planning by mid-April, without complete information on projected CDN harvest levels (e.g., US 
has to use best guess estimates), which leads to potential mismatch between the information that each Party 
is using. Additionally, the CDN process for determining status, and setting MU status breakpoints, has not 
been fully documented and communicated to the US over the term of the existing agreement. 

What can be done: 

1. Confirm which CDN information is most critical for the US to receive as early as possible5. 

2. Explore mechanisms by which critical information could be supplied to the US domestic fishery 
planning process within suitable timeframes. 

                                                      

 
3 This action was discussed at the workshop, but it has been further developed and refined by ESSA. 
4 This action received limited discussion at the workshop given that it is conditional upon successfully developing a 
bilaterally agreeable approach. 
5 Preliminary sensitivity analysis conducted at the workshop indicated that the US planning process is most sensitive to 
the estimates of abundance for the Interior Fraser River and Lower Fraser River MUs. 
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3. If feasible mechanisms are identified, develop the necessary processes for more timely provision of 
critical CDN information to the US. 

• In addition to attempting to better align information exchange between the Parties, each Party 
commits to describing how MU status is determined domestically in a manner that is transparent and 
that can be communicated to the other Party.6 

Improving the information basis for fishery management 
The current information upon which southern Coho fishery management under the PST is based has been 
significantly weakened over time. There are concerns about the limitations associated with the assumptions 
and data upon which management processes and decisions are made. A specific area where this is the 
case, and one that was discussed in detail at the workshop, was the performance and function of FRAM, 
which is the agreed upon bilateral tool for fishery planning (pre-season) and evaluation (post-season).  

Despite some of its shortcomings and its general lack of use by Canada, FRAM is deeply entrenched within 
the US domestic planning process and is expected to continue to be the bilateral planning tool moving 
forward. However, there was general agreement on the need to improve upon the limitations of the inputs 
into FRAM and the interpretation of its results. 

What can be done: 

1. Assess how sensitive management decisions are to deviations from the model assumptions.7 

2. Determine which assumptions have the greatest influence on management decisions (i.e., “critical 
uncertainties”).8 

3. Identify potential approaches for reducing the impact of the critical uncertainties on management 
decisions9: 

a. Are there existing data that can be used to reduce the critical uncertainty? 

b. Are there new data that can be collected to reduce the critical uncertainty? 

c. Can the improved knowledge about the sensitivity of management decisions to the critical 
uncertainty be accounted for by changing the interpretation of the model results (e.g., being 
more precautionary to account for uncertainty)? 

d. Are there changes to FRAM model structure or function that could reduce the critical 
uncertainty? 

4. Assess whether the potential benefits of such approaches are worth the investment required. 

                                                      

 
6 Although this action was not explicitly identified during workshop discussions, it was strongly implied. Participants 
discussed dissatisfaction with the fact that although this is required in the current Chapter, it has not been completed by 
both Parties during the current term. 
7 ESSA recommendation, based on workshop discussions. 
8 ESSA recommendation. This concept was discussed at the workshop. 
9 Items ‘a’ and ‘b’ were explicitly raised and discussed at the workshop. Item ‘c’ is an ESSA recommendation. Item ‘d’ is 
an ESSA recommendation, informed by some workshop discussion. 
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 Introduction 1
As part of the broader US-Canada Pacific Salmon Treaty renewal process, the Coho salmon chapter 
(Chapter 5) will be renegotiated by the end of 2017. Concerns have been raised within both Parties regarding 
their current technical capacity to meet the assessment requirements of the existing Chapter and the need to 
explore potential strategies to address the challenges faced by both Parties in fully implementing the current 
Chapter. In support of the renegotiation process and in response to concerns with the existing Chapter, the 
Southern Panel determined that having a workshop(s) to explore alternative management strategies was a 
high priority. Funding was secured through the Southern Endowment Fund to support external consultants to 
assist with this project. The project was jointly implemented by consultants from ESSA Technologies and a 
subset of the CoWG, with engagement and contributions from the broader CoWG and CoTC. 

The goals of this project were to: 
• develop a set of alternative strategies within the PST Coho management regime that would provide 

contrasting examples to address some of the identified concerns with the current Chapter, 
• qualitatively evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of these alternative management strategies 

(including the current Chapter) against a set of key considerations (e.g., conservation and harvest 
performance), and 

• provide a synthesis of this work and the workshop deliberations to inform the renegotiation of the 
Coho Chapter. 

The ultimate goals of the primary (final) workshop were to firstly, provide a clear understanding of the 
illustrative, alternative strategies being explored and the problems they are aiming to address, and secondly, 
to qualitatively evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of each of the alternatives and the current Chapter 
against the identified objectives. The workshop was a technical, exploratory process in nature and the 
outcomes of the evaluation were non-prejudicial to the positions that may be taken by any party during 
subsequent negotiations. As a technical exercise, the focus of the workshop was on assessing the potential 
outcomes of a set of illustrative, contrasting alternative strategies for the purposes of understanding a range 
of realistic options, how they will perform against important objectives and the trade-offs inherent in 
considering a range of alternative strategies (including the current Chapter). The workshop was not about 
determining preferences for a particular option among the examples considered or assessing the relative 
importance (e.g., weighting) of different objectives based on the values of the participants. 

The management strategies developed as part of this exercise were for the purposes of this project only. 
That is, they were intended to facilitate an improved understanding of how different potential management 
approaches may perform relative to the status quo and to explore the trade-offs inherent among these 
options. This exercise provided both Parties with a common foundation upon which they can develop their 
preferred options as part of the Chapter renegotiations. In light of this, the options developed in the current 
exercise do not represent negotiating positions of the Parties, nor any commitment to implement any element 
of the hypothetical management strategies that are described and evaluated as part of the exercise.  
Consideration of alternative strategies in this exercise does not presuppose that the existing Chapter will or 
will not be modified. These example strategies were a means to an end, where the ultimate goal was to use 
the strategies to facilitate bilateral deliberations on the strengths and weaknesses of different approaches 
that could potentially be considered as part of the next Chapter, while identifying key themes, considerations 
and components for further development by the Parties. 

This report documents the process and outcomes of this project with a particular focus on the deliberations 
and discussions that occurred during the final workshop. 
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 Project Process 2
This section provides a brief summary of the process by which the alternative management strategies were 
developed and evaluated. Further details are given in Appendix A. 

The general structure of the process followed these steps: 

1. Clarify the problem context  

 i.e., what are the issues that could be fixed 

2. Identify objectives for management strategies  

 i.e., what are desirable outcomes that represent would represent success 

3. Identify and develop range of alternative strategies to explore  

 i.e., what are potential ways to address some of these problems and achieve some of the 
objectives 

4. Qualitatively evaluate strengths/weaknesses of strategies (ahead of the workshop, as possible) 

 i.e., how well would different strategies do at achieving the objectives 

5. Convene a workshop to further evaluate the strengths / weaknesses and discuss the trade-offs 
among the examples 

 i.e., the primary focus of the project 

6.  Document the process, strategies and results 

7.  Present report and conclusions to the Southern Panel 

This process was implemented through a 1.5-day CoWG workshop in May, a week-long CoTC work session 
in July, a 1-day CoWG workshop in September, and the final 2-day workshop in November. 

Given the level of detail of the alternatives, the nature and complexity of some of the objectives, the mix of 
technical and policy issues, and other constraints, the evaluation of the alternatives needed to be a 
qualitative assessment of the relative strengths and weaknesses of each of the alternatives. The task 
process for the final workshop relied upon facilitated deliberations within a structured approach to explore the 
alternative strategies and their constituent components. This process is herein referred to as the “evaluation”. 

The following sections present the substantive outcomes from this process. 
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 The Problem 3
The problem context provides the rationale for the project. The following issues were identified by the Parties 
and are what motivated the need to explore different strategies for the management of Southern Coho under 
the PST. 

Major problems with existing system: 

• Data requirements are greater than are currently and realistically achievable 

• Implementation and analysis requirements of the Chapter exceed the current capacity of the Parties 

• Funding and support for Coho management is decreasing and unlikely to increase10 

• Stock and fishery assessment programs are limited and/or deteriorating in the quality 

• Management Unit (MU) status break points have yet to be completed for all MUs (i.e., Canada) 

• Timing of data sharing, data analyses and domestic planning processes do not align between the 
Parties 

• The current Chapter includes some ambiguous terminology and content which can lead to 
misunderstanding its intent 

• The base period, baseline assumptions and modeled inputs may no longer be appropriate (30 years 
old) 

• The current Chapter does not sufficiently consider uncertainty 

                                                      

 
10 However, some participants disagreed and expressed the sentiment that that continued reductions in resources are a 
not a foregone conclusion. 
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 Objectives of an Alternative Management Strategy 4
The objectives 11are the desired outcomes of a management strategy that matter the most. These objectives 
can inform the criteria against which management strategies for PST Southern Coho can and should be 
evaluated. The suite of objectives was defined prior to identifying alternative strategies such that each of the 
strategies could then be evaluated against a common set of desirable outcomes. No strategy was expected 
to do well against all of the objectives, but each strategy should do well against a different subset of the 
objectives. A consistent set of objectives thus facilitates the comparison of different types of management 
strategies. 

For the purposes of this project, the set of objectives we used was drawn from 1) the Principles of the PST, 
2) the Chapter 5 Objectives, and 3) additional considerations raised by the CoWG that were not reflected 
within the current PST. Collectively, we refer to these as the “objectives” against which the alternatives 
considered in the project should be evaluated. 

The Article III Principles and Chapter 5 Objectives are provided below exactly as written in the PST. These 
principles and objectives have been agreed to by the Parties in past negotiations and discussions within the 
Southern Panel and CoWG prior to project initiation had indicated that they are still agreeable to both Parties 
and that there was no intent to renegotiate them.  

4.1 Pacific Salmon Treaty Principles 

From Article III of the PST: 

1. With respect to stocks subject to this Treaty, each Party shall conduct its fisheries and its 
salmon enhancement programs so as to: 

a. prevent overfishing and provide for optimal production; and 
b. provide for each Party to receive benefits equivalent to the production of salmon 

originating in its waters. 
2. In fulfilling their obligations pursuant to paragraph 1, the Parties shall cooperate in 

management, research and enhancement. 
3. In fulfilling their obligations pursuant to paragraph 1, the Parties shall take into account: 

a. the desirability in most cases of reducing interceptions; and 
b. the desirability in most cases of avoiding undue disruption of existing fisheries; and  
c. annual variations in abundance of the stocks 

                                                      

 
11 Note that this definition of objectives is different than how the term has been used by the CoTC. For each alternative 
strategy, the CoTC identified “strategy-specific objectives”, which reflect the specific outcomes that each strategy is 
aiming to achieve. Each strategy thus has different specific focal objectives that cannot be easily compared to each 
other. Each strategy will likely perform well against its strategy-specific objectives because it was designed with them as 
the focus. However, it is also necessary to have a universal set of objectives in order to facilitate direct comparisons and 
evaluate tradeoffs among alternative strategies. 
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4.2 PST Coho Management Objectives 

From Chapter 5 (Coho management), Paragraph 7 of the PST: 

7. The Parties agree to cooperate in the development of coho salmon management programs 
designed to meet the following objectives: 

a. constrain total fishery exploitation to enable MUs to produce MSH over the long term 
while maintaining the genetic and ecological diversity of the component populations;  

b. improve long - term prospects for sustaining healthy fisheries in both countries;  
c. establish an approach to fishery resource management which is responsive to 

resource status, cost - effective, and sufficiently flexible to utilize technical 
capabilities and information as they are developed and approved; 

d. provide a predictable framework for planning fishery impacts on naturally spawning 
populations of coho; and 

e. establish an objective basis for monitoring, evaluating and modifying the 
management regimes as appropriate 

4.3 Other Considerations 

The points below were identified by the CoWG as additional criteria (i.e., other than those already captured in 
the PST Article III principles and Chapter 5 objectives) that should be considered when evaluating how well 
potential management strategies perform. These additional criteria are not intended to be new objectives for 
the Chapter, but rather supplementary considerations for the purposes of this project. 

5. Maintain or increase opportunities to harvest other species whose harvest is currently constrained by 
Coho interceptions 

6. Ability to meet domestic management and/or co-management obligations, including annual timing of 
information needs for each Party 

7. Data collection and assessment systems are in alignment with information needs of Coho Chapter 
(e.g., maximize likelihood that data required for assessment and implementation will be available;  
extent to which assessment can be considered representative of current conditions) 

8. Feasibility (e.g., alignment of requirements of Chapter with current and projected capabilities of the 
Parties; ability to develop new Chapter language and supporting structures and processes) 

4.4 Objectives Reframed as Critical Questions 

For the purposes of evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of the example alternative strategies, the 
CoTC reframed the collective set of objectives into a set of “critical questions” that they believed would be 
most useful to help guide deliberations at the final workshop. Each of the critical questions also comprises 
multiple examples of further details that could be considered when evaluating how well an alternative 
performs against an overarching critical question (see Appendix E). Upon review, the original questions were 
slightly revised by the CoWG. The critical questions include: 

1. To what extent does the strategy promote long-term biological and ecological diversity and prevent 
overfishing of naturally spawning Coho management units? 

2. To what extent does the strategy provide fishing opportunities for both countries? 

3. To what extent is the strategy responsive to change? 
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4. To what extent is there capacity to implement the strategy? 

5. To what extent can we evaluate whether management objectives have been met? 

6. To what extent are uncertainties explicitly considered and/or reduced by the strategy? 
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 Example Alternative Management Strategies 5

5.1 Basic Description of Strategies 

The CoTC was asked to develop a set of alternative management strategies for further exploration. The four 
example management strategies developed by the CoTC are summarized in Table 1. These example 
strategies were explored and considered in the context of the current Chapter (as written). 

Table 1. Basic description of the four alternative strategies developed by the CoTC for exploration. 

Alternative Strategy Concern that the Strategy Addresses Strategy-specific Objective 

A: ER Caps Determined According 
to Abundance and Productivity  

Productivity regimes affect abundance for fisheries and 
escapement needs for future propagation 

Adjust sustainable exploitation rate targets 
with regime shifts 

B: Interior Fraser Centric  Unlikely that CoABM† could be fully implemented. Provisions and 
decision rules are data intensive and complex 

Simplify CoABM by assuming that Interior 
Fraser Coho will continue to be in low status  

C: Weakest MU  Current CoABM does not address conservation concerns of 
individual MUs, particularly data deficient MUs, and determination 
of exploitation rate constraints for Canadian fisheries based on 
combinations of the status of individual US Mus 

Bilateral response to the weakest MU, 
assuming that data deficient MUs in the 
same regions would be protected  

D: MU Aggregates, with Tiered 
ERs Based on Marine Survival 
Regimes  

Abundance projections and escapement estimation programs are 
not available for all Canadian MUs. Reliability of MU abundance 
forecasts is highly variable 

Rely on forecasts of marine survival to 
establish exploitation rate constraints  

† The management approach in the current Chapter (i.e., CoABM = Coho Abundance Based Management) 
 
The details of these alternative strategies are summarized in a table in Appendix B and documented in 
greater detail in the CoTC’s original draft report (Appendix C). 

5.2 Strengths and Weaknesses of Strategies 

Workshop participants were asked to consider the relative strengths and weaknesses of each of the 
alternative strategies with respect to the critical questions. What would be the major benefit of a particular 
strategy? At what cost would those benefits occur? What uncertainties would need to be resolved to better 
assess the performance? 

Discussions were focused on the core concept underlying each alternative. The dominant discussion points 
are summarized below, with further details in Appendix D. The most comprehensive summary of the 
perceived strengths, weaknesses and uncertainties associated with each strategy, as evaluated against the 
critical questions, is presented in Appendix E, which represents input from various participants (as 
opportunity allowed) before, during and after the workshop. In Appendix E, the four examples of alternative 
strategies, as well as the current Chapter (as written), are considered with respect to the status quo (i.e., the 
current Chapter as implemented). 
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5.2.1 Alternative A – ER Caps Determined According to Abundance and Productivity 

Core concept 

Productivity regimes are not currently (explicitly) considered in the Chapter but they can greatly affect 
abundance for fisheries and escapement needs for future propagation. The principal objective of Alternative 
A is to adjust exploitation rate targets between high and low productivity regime.  

Summary of major discussion points 

This strategy formalizes the consideration of productivity regimes into the management framework and is 
therefore responsive to changes in environmental conditions, which should yield conservation benefits to 
Coho MUs. However, there were substantial concerns raised about the feasibility of the strategy as it would 
require considerable effort to develop definitions of productivity regimes and the basic data required to do so 
are not available for all MUs. In some cases, it may be necessary to use a suite of indicators to determine 
status although this could become quite complicated, both in terms of codifying the methodology in the 
Chapter (if desirable) as well as still needing to be translated into inputs for FRAM. 

It was suggested that the incorporation of productivity could be a guiding principle (enabling) of the next 
Chapter rather than a detailed requirement of the status determination process (prescriptive). Productivity is 
already incorporated to some extent in the US determination of status, and somewhat/implicitly in the CDN 
process. Some participants questioned the benefit of making it an explicit requirement and noted that explicit 
inclusion (and prescriptive details) would simply reduce flexibility. 

5.2.2 Alternative B – Interior Fraser Centric 

Core concept 

It is unlikely that Coho Abundance Based Management (Coho ABM) under the current Chapter could be fully 
implemented. Provisions and decision rules are data intensive and complex. The principal objective of 
Alternative B is to simplify Coho ABM by assuming that Interior Fraser Coho will continue to be in a low 
status category and that it will remain the Canadian MU most likely to be encountered in US fisheries. 

Summary of major discussion points 

This strategy would be feasible because it largely reflects what has been implemented in recent years and 
thus best conforms with the reality of the information and data currently available, and is most responsive to 
the challenges posed by the erosion of assessment activities over time. Additionally, this strategy would not 
require Canada to use FRAM. The strategy aims to clearly separate bilateral and domestic obligations, 
without affecting domestic processes12. The strategy’s focus on pre-terminal fisheries for both countries is 
assumed to provide an adequate level of protection for weak stocks. Assuming ERs on IFR MU are 
maintained at very low levels, this approach is relatively precautionary from a conservation perspective. 
However, some participants were concerned about the potential implications of one of the core element of 
this strategy – the assumption that IFR MU will remain in low status for the duration of the agreement and 
therefore will not be actively assessed in the bilateral framework. For these participants, there were concerns 
                                                      

 
12 A participant noted in review that the focus on “pre-terminal fisheries” could in fact constrain how countries allocate available ER 
between ocean and in-river areas and could, in fact, be disruptive to domestic allocation arrangements. 
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about how status could or could not be changed if the IFR MU did increase sufficiently in abundance and 
who would make that determination. 

Further work would be needed to communicate the separation of bilateral and domestic responsibilities and 
actions under this strategy as some participants had concerns about the implications of no longer actively 
assessing IFR status and dropping other CDN MUs within the bilateral framework. However, the removal of 
assessment activities or analyses from the bilateral framework does not mean they need to be dropped 
domestically. 

5.2.3 Alternative C – Weakest MU 

Core concept 

Current Coho Abundance Based Management does not address the conservation concerns of individual 
MUs, particularly data deficient MUs, and determination of exploitation rate constraints for Canadian fisheries 
based on combinations of the status of individual US MUs. The principal objective of Alternative C is a 
bilateral response to the weakest MU within a given region, assuming that data deficient MUs in the same 
regions would be protected. 

Summary of major discussion points 

Setting pre-terminal harvest conservatively would tend to push harvest to terminal areas, which would be 
more precautionary in terms of conservation outcomes. However, this strategy poses potential risk to un-
monitored MUs, especially given that MUs with data may not be the weakest ones and it is difficult to predict 
risks posed by proposed fisheries to MUs without data. 

A principle concern of workshop participants was that this strategy may simply not be feasible. The strategy 
would be challenging to fully develop and would require considerable policy and technical work to do so. It 
could potentially take the entire term of the agreement to figure out how to implement the strategy. 
Participants noted that the strategy became more and more complex as the details were discussed (even at 
the current stage of conceptual development). In particular, implementing this strategy would require 
changing the entire way the US domestic process is carried out, which would be especially challenging to 
consider. 

Furthermore, it was questioned whether this type of approach is even necessary. Some participants noted 
that there does not appear to be evidence of over-harvesting weak stocks under the current Chapter, and 
therefore this approach may be aimed at fixing a problem that does not exist (although the future could be 
different, especially with increased uncertainty). Furthermore, weak stock protection does occur to some 
extent under current management approaches. On the US domestic side, weak stock management is 
already incorporated into the complex fishery planning negotiation process and Canada is already essentially 
applying a weakest MU approach via a focus on the IFR MU. 

5.2.4 Alternative D – MU Aggregates with Tiered ERs based on Marine Survival 
Regimes 

Core concept 

Abundance projections and escapement estimation programs are not available for all Canadian MUs and the 
reliability of MU abundance forecasts is highly variable. The principal objective of Alternative D is to rely on 
forecasts of marine survival to establish exploitation rate constraints. 
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Summary of major discussion points 

This strategy has numerous strengths – it formally acknowledges cycles of productivity that affect multiple 
stocks, it is forward-looking and responsive to climate change, it could potentially be highly precautionary 
(contingent on details), it addresses current situation of limited information, and it could potentially allow for a 
transition out of annual-based planning depending on how it is implemented. However, implementing this 
strategy would actually be quite complex and would require a lot of work to implement. Determining how to 
define common marine survival regimes and how to identify shifts in those regimes would require substantial 
work from the CoTC, and it could realistically take the entire term of the agreement to pull together all the 
information needed to implement this strategy.  

Aggregating MUs by marine survival regime means that heterogeneity in freshwater survival within an 
aggregate may still lead to conservation concerns. A notable uncertainty is that although the strategy focuses 
on marine survival because it is believed to be a much stronger determinant of inter-annual variability in 
overall survival than freshwater survival, it is unknown whether this will remain the same under climate 
change. 

Some participants challenged whether it would in fact be useful to explicitly incorporate the core concept of 
assessing status based on marine survival. The Parties have different abilities to assess marine survival and 
the Parties currently can use marine survival in their determination of status. There was therefore concern 
that any explicit prescription of using marine survival in the determination of status was inherently moving a 
domestic consideration into the bilateral realm. Consideration of marine survival could be included as a 
“guiding principle” but flexibility would be lost if the Chapter required using marine survival in a prescribed 
approach. 

5.3 Modular Components and Common Themes Across Strategies  

The example alternative strategies included some elements that are portable across the strategies – that is, 
they are not connected to the core concepts of a particular strategy and could be added (or removed) from 
any of alternatives. These types of portable or “modular” components were differentially added to each of the 
alternative strategies for the purpose of developing alternative strategies that were relatively complete (at a 
conceptual level). The workshop discussion associated with these different modular components is 
summarized in this section. 

5.3.1 Status-based ER Limitations 
All alternatives and the current Chapter are founded on status-based determination of allowable exploitation 
rates. During initial discussions, it was determined through both Section-based and bilateral discussions that 
the scope of alternative management strategies to be considered should be limited to status-based 
approaches and that exploring other general approaches (e.g., fixed exploitation rate harvest strategies) 
would not be beneficial to the Parties. 

5.3.2 Aggregation of MUs 
Each of the alternative strategies proposed different levels of aggregation among existing MUs (especially 
CDN MUs). The major strength of combining MUs is that it increases the feasibility of the strategy by 
simplifying assessment requirements and reducing the workload of the CoTC. The major weakness of 
aggregating MUs is that this may constrain the ability of both Parties to detect and/or respond to finer scale 
conservation concerns. From a conservation perspective, smaller (less aggregated) MUs are more 
precautionary. 
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5.3.3 Explicit consideration of climate change 
Multiple alternative strategies indicated the need for “explicit coordination with climate change adaptation and 
research efforts”. All strategies specified a role for the CoTC to monitor and report on developments from 
climate impact assessment. These features could be part of any future strategy. This component is 
discussed in further detail in Section 5.6.1 as one of the major issues of concern that warrants further 
exploration. 

5.3.4 Providing flexibility with respect to ER caps 
Several of the example alternatives included components that allow some flexibility with respect to 
exceedances of ER caps. Such flexibility could serve two purposes: 1) to facilitate harvest opportunities on 
other species (proactive flexibility), or 2) to accommodate management errors (reactive flexibility). Among 
those participants interested in such a component, the primary interest is proactive flexibility. The general 
theme of concern is that hard, inflexible caps within Coho management can put significant constraints on 
other fisheries, which could be alleviated by providing some degree of flexibility. This component is discussed 
in further detail in Section 5.6.2 as one of the major issues of concern that warrants further exploration. 

5.3.5 Emergency management 
All alternatives included conceptual descriptions of a provision for emergency management if there is a MU 
or regional conservation emergency (e.g., due to anomalous environmental conditions in freshwater or the 
ocean). Being responsive to unanticipated conservation concerns is, in principle, a significant strength with 
respect to achieving positive (or mitigating negative) conservation outcomes. However, the specific criteria 
for triggering an emergency management action and the nature of such an action would need to be 
determined. If emergency management actions have to be specified and implemented pre-season (a likely 
possibility), it could unnecessarily restrict fisheries if such action is overly cautious or unnecessary and 
cannot be adjusted in-season. This component is further discussed in Section 5.6.1 under the umbrella of 
addressing changing environmental and climate conditions. 

5.3.6 Earlier information exchange 
All of the alternative strategies propose that Canada provides information to the US earlier (e.g., in the first 
week of March, varying somewhat across alternatives), indicating general support for this idea among the 
CoTC members that developed the strategies. There was broad consensus among the US participants that 
this would constitute a significant improvement over the current situation because the US domestic fishery 
planning process requires information on abundance and planned fisheries from Canada prior to such 
information being available and is therefore required to use hypothetical values. However, given the CDN 
domestic fishery planning process timeline there remains substantial doubt, especially among Canadian 
participants, regarding the extent to which such information can realistically be provided earlier. This 
component is discussed in further detail in Section 5.6.3 as one of the major issues of concern that warrants 
further exploration. 

5.3.7 FRAM as the Bilateral Tool for Coho Management 
All of the example alternatives developed by the CoTC include directing CoTC efforts towards improving the 
basis for the management of southern Coho (e.g., less time and resources spent on reporting and more 
focus on bilateral improvement of the technical foundation for management). This emphasis arises from 
widely perceived weaknesses in the current technical basis for management. Within this broader context, a 
significant focal area is the use of the FRAM model. Although all of the example alternatives and the current 
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agreement rely on FRAM as the bilateral fishery planning tool for both pre-season and post-season, all of the 
example alternatives also recommend increased funding to improve FRAM. There appeared to be general 
agreement that backward FRAM should continue to be used for post-season fishery evaluation, although 
there was notably less agreement on the necessity of FRAM for pre-season planning (i.e., in the Canadian 
domestic planning process)13. This component is discussed in further detail in Section 5.6.4 as one of the 
major issues of concern that warrants further exploration. 

5.4 Other thoughts, considerations and discussion points 

The following points are ideas that arose during workshop deliberations that are not specific to particular 
alternative strategies or modular components: 

• The alternative strategies were conceptual in nature – significantly more detail would need to be 
developed before being able to comprehensively evaluate and/or implement any given strategy 

• There was general agreement that a valuable next step should be to review current Chapter 
language and identify areas that should be modified. 

• It is challenging to assess the feasibility of alternative strategies in the absence of concrete 
knowledge of the resources available – i.e., a particular strategy might look quite different under 
different funding conditions. 

• Rigorously assessing and quantifying results from multiple qualitative indicators (e.g., of climate 
conditions) can be very difficult, especially if indicators provide conflicting information. This still 
requires subjective judgment on how to roll up indicators into single assessment, which would be 
very challenging to codify in a prescriptive manner. 

• Management strategy components could be added to the new Chapter in a way that formalizes the 
opportunity for further bilateral discussions and/or evaluations of the component without explicitly 
prescribing the details or committing to its ultimate implementation. 

• It was questioned whether the next Chapter really needs to be targeting maximum sustainable 
harvest  

• The determination of status is ultimately a domestic responsibility; however, it should still be done in 
a consistent, transparent, and clearly communicated manner that reflects any bilaterally determined 
guidance that may be provided. 

5.5 Principles  

This section presents principles that emerged from workshop discussions on the example alternatives. It is 
not intended to represent a comprehensive set of principles. 

                                                      

 
13 It is expected that FRAM will continue to be integral to the US domestic planning process. 
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5.5.1 Common Principles 
There was general agreement among participants14 that as the Parties renegotiate the Chapter they should 
consider the following principles: 

• the overarching objectives and goals of the current Chapter are still appropriate 

• the new Chapter should address deficiencies in the current Chapter without losing the beneficial 
elements of it 

• the new Chapter should be enabling rather than prescriptive 

• the new Chapter should balance flexibility with stability 

• the new Chapter should be feasible to implement with available information given constraints on 
agency support for funding, staffing and stock and fishery assessment capacities 

• the new Chapter should improve coordination between domestic processes and bilateral obligations 

• the new Chapter should establish a solid foundation for future management that recognizes 
increasing environmental uncertainty 

• the new Chapter should be transparent about limitations of analyses undertaken to support it and 
explicitly communicate uncertainties 

5.5.2 Potential Principle – Incorporating Productivity and/or Marine Survival 
Another principle that was suggested by multiple participants (but without explicit consensus) was to 
incorporate productivity and/or marine survival into the process of determining status (e.g., as illustrated in 
Alternatives A and D). Participants suggested that these elements may be quite beneficial but should 
perhaps be best left as “guiding principles” regarding information that should but does not need to be 
considered in determining status. Explicit incorporation with the renegotiated Chapter, along with detailed 
rules, might be overly prescriptive and ultimately reduce flexibility. 

5.6 Issues of Concern 

After deliberations on the relative strengths and weaknesses of the alternative strategies and their modular 
components, the participants returned to: 

1. The major problems with the current situation as identified by the CoWG, and  

2. The dominant concerns raised by individual participants (from the round-table).  

In the context of these three pieces (deliberations on alternative strategies, problems with the status quo, and 
participant concerns), the participants brainstormed a list of the issues of concern (or “pillars of work”) that 
would benefit from more detailed exploration and development, both during the remainder of the workshop 
(as time allowed) and going forward following the workshop. 

The draft list of issues of concern for further bilateral discussion at the workshop was:  

                                                      

 
14 Based on discussions at the November workshop as well as earlier discussions on objectives at the May workshop. 
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• Responsiveness to changing or uncertain environment conditions 

o Short vs. long timescales and domestic vs. bilateral 

o Formal consideration of productivity in setting ER caps  

• Flexibility in ER caps  

• Alignment of domestic planning process - earlier timing of information exchange  

• Improving the basis for FRAM 

o There are existing data that can be used to test assumptions 

o Are there short term fixes to better inform abundance inputs into FRAM from Canada 

• Revised MU definition (primarily in Canada) 

• Emergency management considerations 

• New data technologies 

Participants then spent the afternoon of Day 2 deliberating upon the first four (bolded) priority issues in 
greater detail. This does not necessarily imply that there was consensus on these four focal issues as the 
highest priority issues, nor does it indicate that other issues (on the list or otherwise) are not also important. 
However, there appeared to be general agreement that these four issues were important issues to explore 
further, and there was insufficient time to discuss every issue in greater detail. 

The following sub-sections provide summaries of the workshop discussion pertaining to each topic. Each of 
these topic areas has then been further distilled down to the essence of the core issue and a tractable set of 
concrete steps that could be undertaken15. The recommendations under “what can be done” came from 
ideas raised and discussed by participants at the workshop. We note those instances when we further 
developed or substantially reframed specific recommendations. 

5.6.1 Address changing/uncertain environmental conditions 

What is the issue? 

Climate and environmental conditions are changing and there is increased uncertainty regarding how those 
conditions will continue to change and how Coho and other salmon species will respond to them. This will 
have large impacts on our ability to successfully manage stocks. 

Why is this important? 

The current Chapter does not explicitly address the potential impacts of environmental change, which many 
participants felt represents a notable gap. The past will not likely be a good indication of what will be 
experienced in the future, which may be increasingly variable and uncertain. Management needs to be more 
responsive to changes in environmental conditions, but in the past management has been very slow to 
respond to crises (e.g., as occurred in 2015). Currently, management decisions are heavily reliant on existing 
forecasting approaches and the FRAM base period assumptions, both of which may become increasingly 
unreliable in the context of greater variability and uncertainty in environmental conditions. More broadly, 
                                                      

 
15 As also listed in the Executive Summary. 
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given the potential extent and magnitude of changes in environmental conditions, it may be necessary to 
consider shifting the nature of the management framework toward detecting and responding to change to 
protect Coho, rather than focusing on how to divvy up returning fish.  

What can be done? 

Communicate the importance of the issue. The importance of this issue should be brought to the forefront 
of the attention of the Pacific Salmon Commission (PSC) and Commissioners. The concept could also be 
incorporated at a high-level in the new Chapter – language could be included in the text on the importance of 
considering environmental conditions and the need for proactive processes to respond to or manage for 
them. 

Coordinate and communicate information on climate/environmental conditions. A group could be 
established within the PSC that tracks information on indicators of environmental change. This could be a 
small group with broad geographic coverage and a broader focus than just Coho. This group would not be a 
research group, but rather focus on the coordination and communication of information already being 
collected. Workshop participants discussed anecdotal cases where information on unexpected environmental 
conditions observed in one region would have been useful for management decisions in another region had 
there been a conduit for communicating that information. The goal of this group would be to establish 
communication linkages among regions/agencies so that relevant information on significant 
climate/environmental changes/patterns is not missed by others for whom it could inform management 
decisions. There was broad support that this is very important idea to put forward. 

Alternatively (or additionally), there could be benefit in having a provision for each Party to keep the other 
party informed in a timely manner of emerging climate/environmental issues. 

Communicate key indicators16. Each party should communicate to the other Party what climate indicators 
are currently being relied upon to monitor environmental change and inform management decisions. 

Being prepared to react to emergency conditions. Management needs to focus on being proactive and 
avoid purely reactive situations that have not been informed by any advance preparation or planning (e.g., 
on-the-fly decisions). There needs to be bilateral exploration of emergency management possibilities (unless 
it is deemed to be a domestic responsibility). Further work will be necessary to consider and evaluate what 
types of in-season emergency management mechanisms would be feasible and effective and what types of 
monitoring and indicators would be required. Examples of emergency planning approaches in other regions 
should be reviewed. However, in the US all the pre-season planning occurs by April and there is very limited 
opportunity to respond to environmental conditions as they emerge in-season. 

Explicit consideration of uncertainty. The current agreement is very precise in terms of the ERs caps and 
our ability to manage to them. Uncertainty, especially in the context of changing environmental conditions, 
needs to be explicitly incorporated into the management approach. 

Incorporating productivity. Further consider if productivity should be explicitly incorporated into the 
Chapter, and if so how it should it be addressed (e.g., guiding principle). There was broad recognition of the 
potential value of explicitly incorporating productivity in the determination of MU status. 

                                                      

 
16 Workshop participants discussed the current problem but did not explicitly recommend this action. This action reflects 
ESSA’s recommendation, but this solution was implicitly identified during the workshop from the discussion of the 
problem (i.e., lack of or incomplete communication on this topic). 
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Other discussion points 

• Some participants emphasized that the work within this issue will mostly still be qualitative. 
• Ultimately, the management system needs to allow us to address the local/regional effects of 

changes in global climate patterns. 

5.6.2 Flexibility to exceed ER caps 

What is the issue? 

There is a desire among some participants to provide some flexibility by allowing an opportunity to 
occasionally exceed the ER caps. 

Why is this important? 

Currently, the hard, inflexible ER caps within the Chapter constrain other non-Coho fisheries. Increased 
flexibility could allow increased opportunities to harvest other co-mingled species (i.e., planned use of 
exceedance flexibility). Alternatively, increased flexibility could allow a margin for error with respect to 
inadvertent impacts of fisheries that are prosecuted (i.e., unplanned use of exceedance flexibility). However, 
there appeared to be broad consensus among participants interested in adding such flexibility that the focus 
was providing flexibility for intentional use (i.e., to reduce constraints on other fisheries, rather than 
unintentional management errors). Exceedances due to unintended management errors could potentially be 
addressed by other mechanisms (to be determined, not discussed).  

However, participants were also concerned about the potential for adverse impacts on Coho stocks, 
especially those at low status. There was broad recognition that actual impacts to Coho (which could be 
significant or minimal) would be strongly dependent on the specific details of the approach taken. Therefore, 
before this is considered further, quantitative assessment of the potential trade-offs between harvest and 
conservation outcomes would be required. Due to these uncertain risks, participants were not in agreement 
over whether implementing such a feature would be acceptable but agreed that further work on the topic of 
flexibility is warranted. 

Potential mechanisms discussed 

Two examples of potential mechanisms to provide increased flexibility were described as part of the 
alternative strategies discussed at the workshop. The first approach is to allow exceedances of the annual 
ER cap in a certain proportion of years. For example, Alternatives A and C put forward a component that 
would allow exceedances in 1 in every 4 years. The second approach is to manage to caps on a multi-year 
average ER rather than using annual caps. For example, Alternative B specifies managing to a 4-yr average 
ER. Strengths of both approaches are that they provide increased flexibility in the management framework 
and therefore potentially increased opportunities to harvest other species. Given high uncertainty at low ERs, 
using multi-year averages also provides the additional strength of having higher confidence in estimates. 
However, a weakness of both approaches is the potential for increased conservation impacts or risks if the 
allowable annual ERs are larger than the populations in the MU can sustain. 
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What can be done? 

Create opportunity for further consideration. Explore development of a framework for further bilateral 
exploration of mechanisms to allow occasional exceedances of ER caps – i.e., agreement in principle, 
pending further development, analyses and agreement on a mutually acceptable approach. 

Resolving uncertainty in details and impact17. The potential to increase conservation risks to Coho 
populations associated with allowing occasional exceedances of ER caps is a significant concern to many 
participants. The actual benefits (to fisheries on other species) and costs (conservation concerns to Coho) 
will depend on the details, which would need to be developed and thoroughly evaluated. Firstly, the actual 
details of hypothetical mechanisms would need to be developed, such as:  

• Annual ER cap or average ER cap (format and specific values) 
• Frequency of allowable exceedance (e.g., 1 in 4 years, and would that apply every 4 years) 
• Averaging period (for multi-year ER approach) 
• Limits on allowable exceedances 

The definitions of caps and allowable exceedances are critical – for example, A 4-yr average ER of 10% 
where one year is 40% and the others are 0% is very different than a 4-yr average ER of 10% where no 
single year exceeds 15%. As with all strategies and components, there would need to be careful technical 
consideration of the underlying rules. 

Secondly, use simulation modeling to evaluate the conservation and fishery performance of alternative 
exceedance rules in order to better understand the potential impacts of different scenarios and ensure that 
the potential impacts on rebuilding stocks of concern are within acceptable limits. Without much age 
structure, Coho could be very sensitive to substantial exceedances. Furthermore, the potential compounding 
effects on conservation risks of repeated exceedances needs to be explicitly considered.  

Implementation process18. If a bilaterally agreeable mechanism is developed, evaluated, and deemed to 
have acceptable tradeoffs, then an appropriate process for implementing the mechanism will need to be 
developed. Any such mechanism would also need an accompanying requirement for clear communication 
between Parties about plans to exceed ER caps in a given year. 

5.6.3 Misalignment of US/Can planning processes 

What is the issue? 

The timing of the US and CDN pre-season domestic planning processes do not align in a manner that allows 
for timely and complete exchange of information between the Parties. Some CDN information is not available 
at all, and some is not formally shared. 

Why is this important? 

The US needs sufficient certainty in CDN inputs for their domestic planning processes to proceed. However, 
the US has to finalize their fishery planning by mid-April, without complete information on projected CDN 
harvest levels (US has to use hypothetical estimates), which leads to potential mismatch between the 

                                                      

 
17 The core ideas were generated by participants at the workshop. ESSA provided further elaboration and examples. 
18 This recommendation was discussed at the workshop, with further development by ESSA. 
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information that each Party is using. For example, in a recent year US had to constrain their fisheries due to 
presumed low status, then Canada determined it was higher and were able to increase their harvest, but US 
was not able to increase harvest because their domestic plan cannot be changed once finalized. US fisheries 
are frequently limited by Fraser Coho, so if abundance estimates of Fraser Coho change then the US 
negotiations are severely impacted. 

Both Parties use different tools but the CDN tool does not consider US stocks, which can lead to gaps and 
inconsistent information between the two processes. 

What can be done? 

Delay US domestic process to align with CDN process? This is not possible because the complex 
domestic planning process is rigorously defined both by regulatory requirements and the need to occur 
ahead of the earliest fisheries. 

Earlier provision of CDN information to US? The US would ideally like to have all CDN MU forecasts and 
planned fisheries provided to US in time for their March meetings. However, providing information earlier 
would require considerable CDN domestic changes, which are mostly not possible. Canada could possibly 
share information from their “fall outlook” reports and/or March managers meeting, but these only contain 
preliminary information that could change and thus would not solve the problem. CDN could potentially 
provide preliminary IFR and LFR status in early March19. Additionally, there is potential for increased 
communication to US of anticipated changes to CDN fisheries during the CDN domestic planning process. 

Determine the need for, and feasibility of, sharing specific CDN information earlier. Confirm which 
CDN information is most critical for the US to receive as early as possible20. Explore mechanisms by which 
critical information could be supplied to the US domestic fishery planning process within suitable timeframes. 
If feasible mechanisms are identified, develop the necessary processes for more timely provision of critical 
CDN information to the US. 

Other potential ideas: 
• Do two pre-season model runs – one in April to inform US domestic processes and then a July 

model run with full CDN data to form the basis for compliance assessment. 
• The CoTC could have additional internal discussions about what can be further done to support the 

US planning processes. 
• The US could plan for Canada managing for their full allocation; however, this could be 

unnecessarily restrictive if Canada is not actually using their full allocation. 
• Tools could be developed to predict CDN fishery impacts on US stocks if CDN stocks recover 

enough to allow for greater commercial harvests. 

                                                      

 
19 Preliminary sensitivity analysis conducted at the workshop indicated that the US planning process is most sensitive to 
the estimates of abundance for IFR and LFR MUs. 
20 See previous footnote. 
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Documentation of status determination21. Canada needs to describe how status is determined 
domestically (e.g., expert based) in a manner that is transparent and can be clearly communicated to the US. 

Other discussion points  

Canada is struggling with a US domestic process that requires abundance estimates (FRAM). Whereas this 
worked alright for a while, there are now almost no CDN indictors and thus the CDN domestic process largely 
relies on other information to manage Coho (e.g., IFR abundance, Black Creek, Strait of Georgia surveys). 

5.6.4 Improving the information basis for fishery management – FRAM  

What is the issue? 

The current information upon which southern Coho fishery management under the PST is based has been 
significantly weakened over time. There are concerns about the limitations associated with the assumptions 
and data upon which management processes and decisions are made. One concrete area that was 
discussed in greater detail was concerns around FRAM and potential ways to assess and/or improve its 
function. 

Why is this important? 

FRAM is the bilaterally agreed upon tool for fishery planning (pre-season) and evaluation (post-season). 
Despite some of its shortcomings and its general lack of use by Canada, it is deeply entrenched within the 
US domestic planning process and is expected to continue to be the bilateral planning tool moving forward. 
However, there are concerns regarding the availability and quality of the required data inputs and there is 
general agreement on the need to improve upon the limitations of the inputs into FRAM and the interpretation 
of its results. 

Current and continued use of FRAM 
In 2001, there was a commitment to develop bilateral tool. FRAM has become that tool, but the reliance of 
each of the Parties on FRAM is strongly different. FRAM is integral to the US domestic planning process, 
which needs abundance estimates to get good ER estimates (even if this requires using hypothetical values 
for CDN abundances), whereas Canada manages to ER caps without relying on FRAM abundances. 

However, all of the example alternatives and the current agreement rely on FRAM as the bilateral fishery 
planning tool for both pre-season and post-season. There was general agreement that backward FRAM 
should continue to be used for post-season fishery evaluation, but less agreement on the necessity of FRAM 
for pre-season planning. 

There were some dissenting views on whether using FRAM is the right approach going forward. Some 
participants felt that there was no question about FRAM continuing to be used whereas others felt it should 
be re-thought. From the CDN perspective, it is not clear that FRAM is the appropriate bilateral planning tool 
moving forward given that Canada will continue not to monitor abundance in most CDN MUs (although a 
counterpoint perspective raised was that if CDN MUs recover to higher status, then Canada may need a tool 
like FRAM). Ultimately, the realistic interim conclusion seemed to be that we need to manage Coho 

                                                      

 
21 Although this action was not explicitly identified during workshop discussions, it was strongly implied. Participants 
discussed dissatisfaction with the fact that although this is required in the current Chapter, it has not been completed by 
both Parties during the current term, thus implying the desire for this action. 
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bilaterally, FRAM is currently part of that process, and it is likely here to stay for now. Furthermore, re-
working FRAM and/or developing a new approach would be an enormous investment. 

Concerns with FRAM and required data inputs 
FRAM was built under certain assumptions that are/may be no longer valid. We do not have some indicators 
that formerly existed. The dominant recurring questions during the discussions on FRAM were how can we 
test these assumptions and does FRAM still represent reality (and if not, how much of the problem is due to 
FRAM vs. data limitations). The base period for FRAM is outdated but it cannot be updated because the data 
since 1992 has inadequate tag application and recoveries. 

There are substantial concerns that Canada is getting farther from being able to provide inputs to FRAM. 
CND is essentially implementing the data-limited IFR-centric strategy (i.e., Alternative B). 

What can be done? 

There is general agreement that the assumptions upon which FRAM was developed have changed and/or 
are continuing to change and there is a strong need to improve the basis for FRAM. The assumptions in 
FRAM are a significant concern for many participants, which in itself should be emphasized in the new 
Chapter. All of the example alternatives recommended increased funding to improve FRAM, and the bilateral 
work on improving FRAM should be via the CoTC. 

It is important to evaluate the performance of FRAM and assess whether particular deficiencies are worth 
trying to fix before investing extensive resources in fixing them22. Therefore, the first step is to conduct 
rigorous sensitivity analyses to determine how sensitive management decisions are to deviations from the 
model assumptions and uncertainties in data inputs. The results of these analyses should be used to identify 
the most critical uncertainties – that is, the assumptions and data in which errors have the most substantial 
influence on management decisions and therefore can lead to unacceptable outcomes. CoTC 
recommendations from previous reports should be used to identify priority assumptions to evaluate via 
sensitivity analyses. 

An example sensitivity analysis discussed at the workshop was to evaluate how sensitive US fishery 
management decisions are to alternative assumptions about CDN abundance inputs to determine if certain 
estimates are more or less important. The preliminary sensitivity analyses that were conducted and 
presented during the workshop indicate that the US domestic process is most sensitive to the abundance 
estimates for Interior Fraser and Lower Fraser (and fairly insensitive to other abundance estimates). This 
type of analysis is useful for clarifying which assumptions or data inputs are most important to try to improve 
or, in this case, acquire earlier. 

Once the critical uncertainties are identified, the next step is to determine if they can be reduced by using 
other data23 – e.g., supplemental historic data, existing data provided earlier, or collecting new data. 
Additional sources of data since the early 1990s should be rigorously evaluated to determine what data might 
be available to update or validate aspects of FRAM (e.g., high quality data in some places and times). 
Canada should clarify what can realistically be provided to the US to improve upon the existing assumptions 
that the US needs to make regarding CDN inputs24. The CoWG/CoTC should assess whether there are new 

                                                      

 
22 This recommendation was discussed at the workshop. The details have been elaborated upon by ESSA. 
23 This recommendation is based on substantial workshop discussion. 
24 As discussed in Section 5.6.3. 
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field activities that could be used to support efforts to validate certain assumptions (e.g., intensive field 
sampling, tagging blitz, etc.). 

If the critical uncertainties cannot be reduced, then the manner in which the outputs of the modeling process 
are interpreted should be adjusted to account for the sensitivities that have been identified (e.g., being 
precautionary to account for known errors)25. 

 

                                                      

 
25 ESSA recommendation. 
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Appendix A – Project Process and Timeline 
This Appendix lays out the framework for facilitating deliberations by the CoWG and Southern Panel to 
evaluate a set of examples of alternative management strategies, in support of the process of developing 
of the next Southern Coho Agreement. In addition to details in the two original Southern Endowment Fund 
(SEF) proposals, this framework was based on the extensive input received from the CoWG during the 
May workshop, input from each of the Sections, feedback from the CoTC, and iterative review with the 
CoWG/CoTC co-chairs. 

 

1. Project initiation (April) – review the two SEF proposals, discuss project approach and develop 
revised, joint proposal with bilateral Planning Committee (incl. Planning Committee calls, and 
Section caucus calls); 

 
2. Develop and facilitate initial CoWG workshop – taking advantage of existing CoWG meeting to 

get input on project process and content: 
a. Preparation of background materials; 
b. Introduction to structured decision-making concepts and project approach; 
c. Input from CoWG on objectives, performance measures, attributes for defining strategies, 

and potential strategies; 
 
3. Further refinement of project scope and approach, based on Section discussions and input from 

Planning committee (May/June); 
 
4. Develop a template to describe the key attributes of the of management strategies to be 

considered as part of this project (June/July); 
 
5. CoWG Sections to provide input and guidance on the alternative management strategies to be 

considered as part of this project (July); 
 
6. Developing draft plan for CoTC “work week” (July); 
 
7. Bilateral CoTC “work week” in late July to describe a set of alternative strategies:  

a. CoTC to confirm set of strategies to focus on over the course of the week; 
b. Use of a common template for describing a management approach to ensure that 

approaches are described in the same way so they can be compared alongside each 
other, to the extent possible; 

c. Bilateral work to describe the strategies under consideration within the common template; 
d. Generation of critical questions necessary for evaluation of strategies against objectives; 

 
8. Development of “evaluation template” and task process for Nov workshop (September); 
 
9. CoWG 1-day workshop (September): 

a. Update the CoWG on project progress 
b. Introduce and review the alternative strategies developed by the CoTC 
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c. Review proposed approach for November workshop and preparation 
 
10. Preliminary input into Evaluation Table 

a. Contributions from various CoWG members, as available 
 
11. Workshop (November) to explore management strategies and tradeoffs – the evaluation template 

will be used to facilitate deliberations and workshop tasks, to provide a consistent structure for 
evaluating the alternatives; 

 
12.  Draft information products from workshop developed and delivered under expedited timeline (in 

response to accelerated renegotiation timeline): 
a. Strategy summary table - with minor updates from workshop 
b. Table on participant perspectives on strengths and weaknesses (previously “Evaluation 

Table”) – compiled from pre-workshop version plus additional input from workshop 
discussions and post-workshop submissions from participants 

c. Draft summary of workshop discussions 
i. Strengths, weaknesses and uncertainties associated with the core concepts of 

the alternative strategies and modular components 
ii. Emerging principles for consideration 
iii. Deliberations on key “issues of concern” going forward 

 
13.  Status update presented to Southern Panel (January) 

a. Taking advantage of PSC meetings being held in Vancouver 
b. Presented annotated draft outline for final report 
c. Presented draft summary of the key outcomes from project, including: 

i. Principles to consider during renegotiations 
ii. Key issues of concern and actions to address them 

 
14. Final report (January/February 

a. Results of the workshop synthesized and reported by ESSA 
b. Opportunity for review and revision of draft report by CoWG 
c. Finalization of report 
d. Presentation of final report to Southern Panel 
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Appendix B – Strategy Table 
December 2016 

PSC Southern Coho Management Strategies Workshop 

Strategies Table 

Preamble 
This document describes alternative management strategies for Southern Coho management. 
The alternative strategies were developed to provide a contrasting set of alternatives that seek 
to address the primary challenges with the current Chapter while also maintaining a feasible, 
realistic capacity for implementation (i.e., information, methods, tools, stock and fishery 
assessment programs, etc.). The alternative strategies are intended to stimulate thinking and 
discussion about: 

• the problems that each alternative is trying to address; 
• the strengths, weaknesses, and uncertainties of each alternative (against the set of 

critical questions) 
• the components of the strategies that are inter-changeable; and 
• those objectives, considerations and principles to consider when renegotiating the 

Chapter.  
Table 1 summarizes the details of the existing Chapter and four example alternative 
management strategies for Southern Coho.  

Table 2 summarizes the specific objectives of each strategy (i.e., what they are principally trying 
to achieve) and primary differences from the current Chapter as implemented. 
 
The alternative strategies developed for the workshop were intended to facilitate an improved 
understanding of how alternative management strategies may perform relative to the status 
quo (Current Chapter as implemented) and to explore the trade-offs inherent among them. The 
alternatives do not represent negotiating positions of the Parties, nor a commitment to 
implement any element of them.  
 

The material in these tables comes from the descriptions of alternative strategies for Southern 
Coho management that were developed by the Coho Technical Committee (CoTC) during the 
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week of July 24-29th, 2016. Those interested in further details of the strategies, and the process 
for developing the alternatives, should refer to the report produced by the CoTC26.  

Based on discussions at a CoWG meeting on September 28th, 2016, some of the elements of 
the strategy descriptions identified as examples of policy positions that should be explored 
outside of the present, technically-focused workshop. These elements included: 

• shifts in harvest shares;  
• examples of specific ER caps; 
• compliance provisions; and 
• changes in the party responsible for certain decisions or determinations (e.g., CoTC vs. 

CoWG, or bilateral vs. domestic). 
 
Exclusion of these elements in the alternative management strategy descriptions below is not 
meant to preclude further dialogue on the distinction between policy and technical issues 
through the course of the workshop deliberations. 

Abbreviations and Acronyms: 
ABM: abundance based management 

CDN: Canada  

CoTC: Coho Technical Committee 

CWT: coded wire tag 

ER: Exploitation rate 

FRAM: Fishery Regulation Assessment Model 

MSH: maximum sustainable harvest 

MU: management unit 

IFMU: Interior Fraser Management Unit 

PFMC: Pacific Fishery Management Council 

PSC: Pacific Salmon Commission 

US: United Sates 

 

                                                      

 
26 Development of Alternative Strategies For Southern Coho Management. CoTC Report Out. August 
2016. 35 pp.  
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Table 1. Details of each alternative strategy as well as the current Coho Chapter.  
 
 
Strategy Current Coho Chapter27 A: ER Caps Determined According to 

Abundance and Productivity 
B: Interior Fraser Centric 

 
C: Weakest MU 

 
D: MU Aggregates, with Tiered ERs Based on 

Marine Survival Regimes 
Duration Memorialized within a ten year period of agreement 
Principle 
concern with 
current chapter 
that the strategy 
seeks to 
address 

N/A Productivity regimes not currently considered but 
affect abundance for fisheries and escapement 
needs for future propagation.  
 

Unlikely that Coho Abundance Based Management 
under the current Chapter could be fully implemented. 
Provisions and decision rules are data intensive and 
complex.  

Current Coho Abundance Based Management does not 
address conservation concerns of individual MUs, 
particularly data deficient MUs, and determination of 
exploitation rate constraints for Canadian fisheries 
based on combinations of the status of individual US 
MUs. 

Abundance projections and escapement estimation 
programs are not available for all Canadian MUs.  
 
Reliability of MU abundance forecasts is highly 
variable.  
 

Principle 
objective of 
strategy 

Constrain total mortality; status-dependent 
exploitation rates by intercepting fisheries on 
specific management units (MUs) of naturally 
spawning Coho Salmon. See objectives listed 
in paragraph 7 of Chapter 5. 

Adjust sustainable exploitation rate targets with 
regime shifts.  

 

Simplify Coho Abundance Based Management by 
assuming that Interior Fraser Coho will continue to be in 
low status and is Canadian MU most likely to be 
encountered in U.S.  

Bilateral response to the weakest MU, assuming that 
data deficient MUs in the same regions would be 
protected.  

Rely on forecasts of marine survival to establish 
exploitation rate constraints.  
 

Management 
units 

US: Inside MUs: Skagit, Stillaguamish, 
Snohomish, Hood Canal, Strait Juan de Fuca; 
US: Outside MUs: Quillayute, Hoh, Queets, 
Grays Harbor. 
 
CDN: Interior Fraser, Lower Fraser, Georgia 
Strait Mainland, Georgia Strait Vancouver 
Island. 

US: unchanged from current chapter. 
 
CDN: Interior Fraser, Lower Fraser, Georgia Strait 
(previously Vancouver Island and Mainland MUs). 

US: unchanged from current chapter. 
 
CDN: Single MU: Interior Fraser. 

US: unchanged from current chapter. 
 
CDN: unchanged from current chapter 

US and CDN: Aggregate MUs that share marine 
survival regimes.  

MU status 

Each year, through their respective domestic 
processes the Parties will classify the status of 
each MU originating in their rivers as, Low, 
Moderate or Abundant. See Paragraph 8(g) of 
Chapter 5. 
 
The US and CDN Parties each develop 
information and standards for MUs; e.g., 
biologically-based status determinations, break 
points, and MU descriptions. See Paragraph 4 
(second “(g)”). 

US: unchanged from current chapter. 
 
CDN: 
• Interior Fraser status determined based on 

abundance and productivity  
• Georgia Strait and Lower Fraser based on 

productivity status only. 
 

US: unchanged from current chapter. 
 
CDN: 
• assume Interior Fraser MU will remain in “low” 

status category for duration of the agreement 
unless there is a determination that scientific 
evidence indicates that the status has improved to 
warrant a change in presumed “low” status. 

US: unchanged from current chapter. 
 
CDN: 
• unchanged for MUs with abundance data. MUs 

without data have status assigned based on those 
(TBD) with data.  

 

US and CDN: Marine survival regimes used to 
determine MU (or aggregate MU) status. 
 

Exploitation rate 
constraints/caps 

Each Party plans its intercepting fisheries pre-
season so that the total exploitation rates (ER) 
do not exceed the MU-specific ER caps 
specified in Paragraph 9(b)-(d) of Chapter 5.   
 
Determination of MU status (Low, Moderate, or 
High abundance) needed annually to 
determine annual ER caps depicted in the 
tables under Paragraph 9(b)-(d). Tables of ER 
caps reflect the following general principles: 

Domestic managers are responsible for ensuring that total ERs on their MUs are constrained to meet protection of biodiversity objectives.  

MUs with status based on productivity and 
abundance status: ER cap would be based on 
combination of predicted productivity and 
abundance (matrix TBD for each MU). 
 
MUs with status based on productivity: ER cap 
would be based on low or high predicted 
productivity status (caps TBD) and would be more 

US: unchanged from current chapter. 
 
CDN: 
• limited to an average not to exceed a TBD%28 on 

the Interior Fraser MU for its pre-terminal (i.e., 
outside Fraser River) fisheries   

• constraints on total ERs for US inside MUs based 

MU ER caps developed by: 
• determining weakest MU for each of 3 regions 

(CDN MUs, Inside and Outside US MUs) 
• weakest MU = MU with assessment data that has 

the lowest status in region  
• developing status-dependent Fishery Scalar for 

each key fishery and incorporate into FRAM to 

MU (or aggregate MU) ER caps developed by: 
• exploring patterns of past regional marine 

survival regimes and relationships with MUs’ 
adult return. 

• defining MU aggregates that share marine 
survival regime 

• defining allowable precautionary ER tier for 

                                                      

 
27 As written, not as implemented. 
28 Though the average ER are to be determined, this strategy was developed assuming that the average ER would be comparable to the 2%-3% planned for and observed under CoABM (except for 2014). Deviations from this would mean that the predicted performance of 
the strategy, particularly from a conservation perspective, would be negatively impacted.      
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Strategy Current Coho Chapter27 A: ER Caps Determined According to 

Abundance and Productivity 
B: Interior Fraser Centric 

 
C: Weakest MU 

 
D: MU Aggregates, with Tiered ERs Based on 

Marine Survival Regimes 
• For MUs in low status, both Parties are 

obligated to shape their fisheries to 
reduce the impact on those MUs. The 
producing Party is expected to bear a 
greater share of the conservation 
responsibility for MUs in low status;  

• For MUs in moderate status, the 
producing Party should receive the 
majority of the allowable exploitation 
rate; this share should increase for MUs 
in abundant status; and  

 
Paragraph 9(f) 
The intercepting ER caps established for each 
Party under Paragraph 9 are maximums. If, for 
any MU, the intercepting Party does not 
require the full ER cap to harvest its own 
stocks, that Party may elect to implement 
fishing plans that result in ERs below the caps. 
Should this occur the producing Party may 
plan fisheries to use the unused portion of the 
cap, provided that the cumulative ER limit 
established for that MU is not exceeded. 

precautionary than those for which abundance data 
was also available 
 
ER caps can be exceeded once every 4-years. 

on CoTC estimates of average ERs produced 
using Backwards Coho FRAM since 
implementation of Coho ABM.   

compute total predicted ERs for weakest MUs for 
each Party’s fisheries 

• determining if the ER for pre-terminal fisheries 
meets management objectives (e.g., total 
allowable ER) for each weak MU. 

• if not, adjust Fishery Scalars and repeat steps 
above until target ER is met. 

 
ER caps can be exceeded once every 4-years. 

each MU (or MU aggregates) given the 
expected marine survival regime. 
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Strategy Current Coho Chapter27 A: ER Caps Determined According to 

Abundance and Productivity 
B: Interior Fraser Centric 

 
C: Weakest MU 

 
D: MU Aggregates, with Tiered ERs Based on 

Marine Survival Regimes 

Stock 
assessment 
requirements 
 

Maintain ER and spawning escapement 
indicator stock programs (coded-wire tag 
groups) for the U.S. and Canadian MUs listed 
above. 
 
Maintain fishery sampling programs (CWT 
recoveries) to monitor fishery impacts and 
assess MU status. 
 
Paragraph 8(e) of Chapter 5: 
The Parties will maintain capabilities and 
programs as necessary to conduct stock 
assessments, evaluate fishery impacts, and 
meet the objectives of the Southern Coho 
Management Plan. 
 
 

US: 
• unchanged from current chapter.  

 
CDN: 
• continue to maintain ER indicator stock 

programs for Georgia Strait, Lower Fraser 
and Interior Fraser MUs and related fishery 
sampling programs to determine survival. 
 

US: 
• unchanged from current chapter.  

 
CDN: 
• maintain ER and spawning escapement indicator 

stock programs for Interior Fraser MU and related 
fishery sampling programs to monitor fishery 
impacts and MU status.  

• for other Coho MUs, escapement rates for 
hatchery releases would be employed to monitor 
trends.  

US: 
• unchanged from current chapter.  

 
CDN: 
• maintain ER and spawning escapement indicator 

stock programs for those MUs with them 
(Vancouver Island and Interior Fraser), default to 
available information for others, and maintain 
related fishery sampling programs to monitor 
fishery impacts and MU status.  

 

US: 
• potentially reduced freshwater assessment 

programs because not dependent on annual 
smolt abundance based forecasts to 
determine status.29  
  

CDN:  
• maintain exploitation rate and spawning 

escapement indicator stock programs for 
Interior Fraser MU, as one of the required 
index locations for validation of ER levels.  

• For other Coho populations, new or existing 
stock assessment programs needed to 
estimate ERs, determine marine survival 
rates, and validate success of this 
management strategy to meet domestic and 
international concerns.  

 
Escapement, CWT calculated ERs and marine 
survivals for hatchery releases could be employed 
to monitor trends and serve as a key component 
to determine / validate marine survival regimes.  

Coded-Wire Tag 
System 

Indicator stock programs (coded-wire tag 
[CWT] groups) for the                                                        
U.S. and Canadian MUs listed above. 

Provision for funding for improvements to Coho CWT program (e.g., those identified in the Coho periodic report and/or PSC CWT report in response to the expert panel recommendations). 

                                                      

 
29 does not preclude the need to continue stock assessments, and smolt estimates, as they presently exist for a wider set of management needs (i.e., FRAM abundance inputs, domestic management needs).  
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Strategy Current Coho Chapter27 A: ER Caps Determined According to 

Abundance and Productivity 
B: Interior Fraser Centric 

 
C: Weakest MU 

 
D: MU Aggregates, with Tiered ERs Based on 

Marine Survival Regimes 

Timing of bi-
lateral 
information 
exchange 

Paragraph 8(g) of Chapter 5: 
In mid-March of each year, the Parties 
exchange information on the status of each 
MU and the associated exploitation rate 
applicable to each MU and other factors, 
including preliminary fishery expectations.  
• U.S. exchanges information to date from 

PMFC domestic process, including Pre-I 
document with pre-season forecasts and 
early indications of fishery plans.  

• CDN presents pre-season forecasts and 
initial indications of fishery plans from draft 
Integrated Fisheries Management Plan. 

 
Paragraph 8(h): Between April and June of 
each year, the Parties will exchange 
information on the management measures that 
are to be implemented to ensure that the 
cumulative ERs do not exceed allowable levels 
for MUs and that total exploitation by all 
fisheries is consistent with target levels 
established by the Parties for resource 
conservation. 

US:  
• unchanged, information on PFMC preseason 

planning process (final PFMC Coho FRAM 
run) provided to CDN in April. 

 
CDN: 
• provides a preliminary abundance forecast 

for the IFMU to US by the first full week of 
March and strives for the same timing for 
other Canadian MUs.  

US:  
• unchanged, information on PFMC preseason 

planning process (final PFMC Coho FRAM run) 
provided to CDN in April. 

 
CDN: 
• provides information to US in first week of March 

to establish an adequate basis for the US fishery 
planning process to proceed (e.g., abundance of 
other Canadian stocks would be scaled using 
information relating to the projected abundance of 
Interior Fraser MU, assuming that relative 
survivals would be consistent across all other 
Canadian Coho populations; average ERs 
of Canadian fisheries on US MUs would be 
projected, reducing uncertainty that currently 
delays US fishery planning processes).  

US:  
• unchanged, information on PFMC preseason 

planning process (final PFMC Coho FRAM run) 
provided to CDN in April. 

 
CDN: 
• provides information to US in first week of March 

related to the status of the weakest MU with 
available data, predicted ERs on that MU, and 
information relating to hatchery releases and 
associated mark rates for all facilities. 

US:  
• unchanged, information on PFMC preseason 

planning process (final PFMC Coho FRAM 
run) provided to CDN in April. 

 
CDN: 
• provides information to US in first week of 

March that includes details of how CDN 
proposes to structure fisheries to comply with 
MU marine survival ER regimes.  

• provides a preliminary abundance forecast 
for the IFMU to US by the first full week of 
March and strives for the same timing for 
other Canadian MUs.   

Environmental 
crisis 
management  

None specified.   Provision for emergency management triggered by a TBD criteria if there is a MU or regional conservation emergency (e.g., due to anomalous environmental conditions in freshwater or the ocean). 

Implementation 

• Information exchange as per Paragraph 
8(g) and 8(h), described above. 

• Each Party plans its intercepting fisheries 
pre-season so that the total exploitation 
rates (ER) do not exceed the MU-specific 
ER caps specified in Paragraph 9(b)-(d) of 
Chapter 5.   

• Neither Party should be unduly prevented 
from accessing its own stocks to achieve 
its fishery objectives or harvesting other 
allocations agreed under the PST, per 
Paragraph 9. 

• The Parties may discuss fishery shaping 
options, reductions in ERs, increases in 
ERs, or evaluations of plan performance 
per Paragraph 11 (a-d). 

• CoTC produces an annual post-season ER 
report for fisheries implemented the year 
prior (see Paragraph 10), based on 
Backwards FRAM, in comparison to pre-
season ER limits defined in Paragraph 
9(b)-(d).  

US: 
• unchanged from current chapter.  

 
CDN:  
• fishery planning would proceed using 

information on US fishing plans and utilizing 
FRAM to model projected impacts of 
fisheries.  

• required to provide information on projected 
ERs of its fisheries on MUs.  

 
Forward FRAM:  
• abundance scalars for Georgia Strait MU will 

be derived from Black Creek productivity 
estimates, Lower Fraser MU will be derived 
from Inch Creek and Interior Fraser MU will 
be a forecast of Abundance.  

 

US: 
• unchanged from current chapter.   

 
CDN: 
• limited to information related to projected 

abundance of the Interior Fraser MU, 
consideration of fishing plans that would drive 
incidental harvest of Interior Fraser MU and 
information relating to hatchery releases and 
associated mark rates for all facilities.  

• information would be provided to US in early 
March to establish an adequate basis for the US 
fishery planning process to proceed.  

• fishery planning would proceed based on 
information on US fishing plans and CDN 
domestic fishery planning tools and processes.  

• require to provide information on projected ERs of 
CDN fisheries on Interior Fraser MU and regional 
aggregates of US MUs resulting from its fishery 
planning process. 

US: 
• unchanged with exception of need to ID weakest 

MU in US Inside and Outside regions and 
requirement to provide information on projected 
ERs of its fisheries on weakest CDN MU.  

 
CDN: 
• ID weakest MU and requirement to provide 

information on projected ERs of its fisheries on 
weakest Inside and Outside US MUs.  

 

US:  
• unchanged from current chapter, but could 

consider aggregation of some MU’s that 
share marine survival patterns. 

 
CDN: 
• reliance on Coho FRAM may increase 

depending on the utilized pre-season 
planning tool. 

• For forward FRAM abundance scalars for 
Georgia Strait MU will be derived from Black 
Creek productivity estimates, Lower Fraser 
MU will be derived from Inch Creek and 
Interior Fraser MU will be a forecast of 
Abundance.  

 
annual pre-season assessment of expected marine 
survival regime to determine MUs’ ER caps. 
 

 

Evaluations 

MU specific ERs: 
Generated by backwards FRAM for post-
season evaluation of actual ER by fishery, per 
MU. 

MU specific ERs: 
• continue to be generated by backwards 

FRAM. 
 

MU specific ERs: 
• continue to be generated by backwards FRAM. 
• adherence to ER caps would be evaluated based 

on tolerance ranges that reflect the uncertainty of 

MU specific ERs: 
• continue to be generated by backwards FRAM. 
• adherence to ER caps would be evaluated based 

on tolerance ranges that reflect the uncertainty of 

MU specific ERs: 
• continue to be generated by backwards 

FRAM. 
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Strategy Current Coho Chapter27 A: ER Caps Determined According to 

Abundance and Productivity 
B: Interior Fraser Centric 

 
C: Weakest MU 

 
D: MU Aggregates, with Tiered ERs Based on 

Marine Survival Regimes 
 
Compliance:  
Evaluated annually by CoTC once all 
information is available (1-yrs post season) 
 
CoTC produces an annual post-season ER 
report that shows any instances in which the 
ER limits in Paragraph 9(b)-(d) were 
exceeded, including effects of management 
error/imprecision. These results are reported 
to the Southern Panel and discussions may 
occur regarding if the regimes should be 
adjusted to meet the objectives of the Coho 
agreement. See Paragraph 10 of Chapter 5. 
 
Every three years, performance of the 
Southern Coho Management Plan will be 
evaluated in a Periodic Report. See Paragraph 
12. 

Compliance:  
• evaluated annually by CoTC once all 

information is available (2-yrs post season) 

precision surrounding ER estimates and reliability 
of management precision.  

 
Compliance:  
• evaluated annually by CoTC once all information 

is available (2-yrs post season). 
• based on four-year average, (latest two years for 

which ER estimates from backwards Coho FRAM 
are available plus the preseason projections of 
impacts from Coho FRAM for the prior and 
upcoming season).  

precision surrounding ER estimates and reliability 
of management precision.  

 
Compliance:  
• evaluated annually by CoTC once all information 

is available (2-yrs post season). 

Compliance:  
• evaluated annually by CoTC once all 

information is available (2-yrs post season) 
 
Marine survival regimes and associated ER tiers 
periodically reviewed for validation 

FRAM 

Reliance on FRAM for both pre-season 
planning related to predicted impacts of 
potential fisheries on each MU (U.S. - using 
forward FRAM) and post-season evaluation of 
actual ERs for each MU (both CDN and U.S. - 
using backwards FRAM). 

Reliance on FRAM for both pre-season planning related to predicted impacts of potential fisheries on each MU (based on forward FRAM) and post-season of realized ERs for each MU (based on backward FRAM) 
 
Increased funding to improve Coho FRAM (e.g., develop method to update Coho Base Period using genetic fishery stock composition information, maintain/re-establish FRAM programming expertise)  

CoTC 
assignments 

Paragraph 4 of Chapter 5:  

The Parties agree to establish and maintain a 
joint Coho Technical Committee (the 
“Committee”, CoTC) reporting, unless 
otherwise agreed, to the Southern Panels and 
the Commission. The Committee shall:  

(a) evaluate the effectiveness of 
management actions;  

(b) identify and review the status of stocks;  

(c) present the most current information on 
harvest rates and patterns on these stocks, 
and develop a joint database for 
assessments; 

(d) collate available information on the 
productivity of Coho stocks in order to identify 
escapements and associated exploitation 
rates which produce MSH;  

(e) present historical catch data, associated 
fishing regimes, and information on stock 
composition in fisheries harvesting these 
stocks;  

(f) devise analytical methods for the 
development of alternative regulatory and 
production strategies to meet objectives set 

• responsible for identifying and correcting problems with estimating MU status and fishery-specific impacts using Coho FRAM  
• responsible for monitoring and reporting on significant developments from environmental monitoring and projections from climate impact assessments 
• development of information and standards for 

US and CDN MUs (e.g., breakpoints for 
productivity regimes and status based on 
survivals) 

• periodic coordinated MU and fishery 
assessments to gather information necessary 
for status determination. 

• eliminate need for development of information and 
standards for CDN MUs (e.g., status 
determinations, break points, MU descriptions) 
with the exception of the IFMU. 

• continue to be responsible for the development of 
information and standards for MUs (e.g., status 
determinations and status breakpoints) 

• responsible for determining marine survival 
regimes, MU aggregate break points for each 
tier and MU aggregate descriptions. 
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Strategy Current Coho Chapter27 A: ER Caps Determined According to 

Abundance and Productivity 
B: Interior Fraser Centric 

 
C: Weakest MU 

 
D: MU Aggregates, with Tiered ERs Based on 

Marine Survival Regimes 
forth by the Commission; and  

(g) identify information and research needs, 
including future monitoring programs for 
stock assessments.  

To assist the Southern Panel, the Committee 
shall:  

(a) oversee the exchange of the Parties’ 
determinations of the status of “key 
management units of naturally spawning 
Coho stocks” (MUs) and information on 
abundance and distributions of Coho as 
available for the upcoming season, and 
review the technical basis of that information;  

(b) review exploitation rates that result from 
application of this Plan and advise the 
Southern Panel if impacts are excessive, 
given the status of affected MUs;  

(c) review total exploitation rate targets 
provided by the Parties for MUs and stocks of 
conservation concern which originate within 
their respective jurisdictions;  

(d) oversee the exchange of pre-season 
expectations and post-season estimates of 
MU-specific mortalities in the fisheries of 
each Party;  

(e) oversee the exchange of information 
regarding the conduct of mark-selective 
fisheries, including estimates of interceptions 
of mass-marked hatchery Coho, as may be 
requested by the Southern Panel;  

(f) develop regional Coho pre-season and 
post season evaluation tools and protocols to 
provide a consistent means of evaluating the 
cumulative impact of U.S. and Canadian 
fisheries on MUs and stocks of conservation 
concern;  

(g) undertake bilateral, technical review 
processes on:  

(i) biologically determining the categorical 
status of MUs;  

(ii) determining MSH levels and maximum, 
status-dependent exploitation rates, 
including derivation of risk buffers; and  

(iii) criteria to define MUs.  
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Strategy Current Coho Chapter27 A: ER Caps Determined According to 

Abundance and Productivity 
B: Interior Fraser Centric 

 
C: Weakest MU 

 
D: MU Aggregates, with Tiered ERs Based on 

Marine Survival Regimes 

Key 
uncertainties / 
next steps 

N/A Development of pre- and in-season plans/process related to emergency management triggers, including how they are defined, in response to regional or MU specific conservation crises  
 
Reliance upon FRAM and associated base period assumptions. 
Development of approach for defining productivity 
break points, how MUs are deemed to have 
entered a new productivity level, and ER caps for 
productivity and productivity/abundance status for 
each of the MUs. 
 
Determination of how productivity is defined for 
each MU (e.g., Recruits-per-spawner, marine 
survival based on indicator stock) 
 
While MU structure for status assessment ER caps 
will be reduced relative to the current chapter there 
will still be an ongoing requirement for abundance 
estimates for each MU so as to generate estimates 
of predicted and realized impacts of fisheries for 
pre-season planning and post-season review using 
FRAM.  

Extent to which fishery sampling programs in CDN 
would need to increase to generate empirical estimates 
of IFMU ERs. Requirements for stock and fishery 
assessment programs for IFMUs would depend on the 
level of ERs exerted on the IFMU, the types of 
management measures employed, and relationships to 
methods developed to determine status. 
 
Assumption that relative survivals would be consistent 
across all Canadian Coho populations so that 
abundance of other Canadian stocks could be scaled 
using information relating to the projected abundance of 
Interior Fraser MU. 
 
Need to dramatically improve CWT releases and fishery 
sampling for IFMU. 
 
Need to rely on a naïve uninformative forecast of IFMU 
abundance. 
 

Development of the rules governing the development 
and implementation of ER caps (extensive effort 
required to achieve this) 
 
Evaluation of the implications of the strategy for PFMC 
planning (e.g., quota inputs). 
 
Assumption that by protecting weakest MUs with 
assessment data, other MUs in region without data are 
also protected.  
 
 

Development of approach for defining MU 
aggregates that share patterns in marine survival. 
 
Unavoidable continued reliance upon hatchery 
marine survival patterns for management of wild 
MUs. 
 
Uncertainty about whether or not annual forecasts 
of marine survival will be used to set annual ER 
caps or if ER caps will be solely based on marine 
survival regimes.  
 
Uncertainty of definition of “marine survival 
regime”, given survival variability seen even 
between adjacent years. 
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Table 2. Strategy specific objectives and principal differences from the current chapter as implemented.  
 

Strategy Current Coho Chapter30 A: ER Caps Determined According to 
Abundance and Productivity 

B: Interior Fraser Centric 
 

C: Weakest MU 
 

D: MU Aggregates, with Tiered ERs Based on 
Marine Survival Regimes 

Strategy specific 
objectives31  

 • Eliminate false expectations  
• Direct CoTC effort towards improving the basis for management of southern Coho (e.g., reduced reporting, increased focus on bilateral improvement of the technical foundation for Coho management) 
• Allow for pre-season response to extraordinary environmental conditions 
• Improve Coho CWT program (e.g., those identified in the Coho periodic report and/or PSC CWT report in response to the expert panel recommendations). 

The Parties agree to develop management 
measures and programs to prevent further 
decline in spawning escapements, adjust 
fishing patterns, and initiate, develop, or 
improve management programs for Coho 
stocks (¶ 1)  
 
The Parties agree to cooperate in the 
development of Coho salmon management 
programs designed to meet the following 
objectives (¶ 7):  
• constrain total fishery exploitation to 

enable MUs to produce MSH over the 
long term while maintaining the genetic 
and ecological diversity of the 
component populations;  

• improve long-term prospects for 
sustaining healthy fisheries in both 
countries;  

• establish an approach to fishery 
resource management which is 
responsive to resource status, cost-
effective, and sufficiently flexible to 
utilize technical capabilities and 
information as they are developed and 
approved;  

• provide a predictable framework for 
planning fishery impacts on naturally 
spawning populations of Coho; and  

• establish an objective basis for 
monitoring, evaluating and modifying 
the management regimes as 
appropriate 

• Incorporate productivity status in setting ER 
caps  

• In-season response to severe recruitment 
failure  

• Manage fisheries according to assessment 
capabilities 

• Improve efficiency and reduce uncertainty in 
fishery planning 

• Explicit consideration of impacts of fisheries 
directed at other species on management of 
Coho salmon 

• Improve efficiency and reduce uncertainty in 
fishery planning processes  

• Explicit consideration of impacts of fisheries 
directed at other species on management of Coho 
salmon 

• Reduce agency and CoTC workloads  
 

• Precautionary focus based on protecting weak 
MUs in mixed stock fisheries (greatest precaution 
in pre-terminal mixed stock fisheries)  

• Minimize risks of fishery impacts due to 
uncertainty in pre-terminal fishery composition  

• Responsive to changes in status of the weakest 
MU on annual basis 

• Flexibility to incorporate new information 
• Explicit consideration of impacts of fisheries 

directed at other species on management of Coho 
salmon 

• Allow for ER constraints to track 
environmental conditions by relating ER tiers 
to marine survival 

• Reduce agency and CoTC workloads  
 

                                                      

 
30 As written, not as implemented 
31 The principal things the strategy is trying to achieve 
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Strategy Current Coho Chapter30 A: ER Caps Determined According to 
Abundance and Productivity 

B: Interior Fraser Centric 
 

C: Weakest MU 
 

D: MU Aggregates, with Tiered ERs Based on 
Marine Survival Regimes 

Principal bilateral 
differences from 
implementation of 
current chapter  

 • Commitment to at least maintain, and in some cases improve, stock and fishery assessment programs  
• Emergency provisions to respond to unanticipated or projected broad conservation concerns for Coho salmon 
• Reliance upon domestic processes to preserve biological and ecological diversity and fulfill non PST obligations  

• Stock and fishery assessment 
programs required to provide the 
information needed to fully evaluate 
performance of the ABM regime. 

• Uncertainty in forecasts should be 
quantified for pre-season planning.  
Post-season, an assessment of either 
bias or precision of the harvest and 
escapement estimates should be 
provided.    

• Specifies wild indicator stocks in all 
MUs, (currently some MUs are 
represented only by hatchery 
indicators, which may not adequately 
represent wild stock distribution in 
fisheries or population dynamics).  

• Species CWT program should have 
sufficient rates of releases, sampling 
and recovery along with robust data 
management practices and accurate 
estimate of rates of release mortalities. 

• Specifies confirmation of assumptions 
and base period data for FRAM model  

• Specifies outcomes of fisheries should 
be assessed within one year (currently 
assessed 2nd year after fishery).  

• Specific the “Working Group shall 
develop mechanisms to address 
circumstances where annual limits on 
ERs for boundary area fisheries are 
exceeded.”   

• Considers productivity status to provide 
added conservation in response to variability 
in productivity  

• Requires determination of productivity 
breakpoints and productivity regime change 
in status of Canadian MUs 

• Flexibility to exceed ER caps once every 4 
years  

• Increased feasibility of implementation 
• Slight increases in expectations for 

information availability and sharing  
 

• Increased transparency  
• Reduce uncertainty for harvest management  
• ER constraints are limited to pre-terminal fisheries  
• Recognizes uncertainty in performance metrics by 

aggregating data, multi-year statistics, and 
tolerance ranges  

• Four-year ER constraints provide increased 
flexibility for annual fishery planning and 
consideration of incidental impacts on fisheries 
directed at other species  

• Reduces expectations for information availability 
and sharing  

• Reduces complexity of MU status-dependent rules 
for establishing ER constraints  

• Reduces CoTC workload to enable more effort to 
be devoted to improving the technical foundation 
for Chapter 5 implementation (Southern Coho 
component) 

• Explicit coordination with climate change 
adaptation and research efforts 

• More precautionary by recognizing uncertainty in 
assessment data and environmental variation and 
managing for the weakest MU from three distinct 
regions (assumed similar distribution)  

• Flexibility to exceed ER caps once every 4 years  
• Increases complexity and effort of bilateral 

preseason planning 
• Decreased pre-terminal mixed stock fisheries 

while maintaining or expanding terminal fisheries. 
Functionally will favor pre-terminal mark selective 
fisheries over non-selective ones 

• Reduced flexibility in pre-season fishery planning.  
• Increased expectations for information availability 

and exchange 
 

 

• Increased transparency  
• More precautionary approach to harvest 

management 
• Recognizes uncertainty in performance 

metrics by aggregating data and using multi-
year statistics  

• Compliance to ER constraints is evaluated 
with potential provisions for addressing 
circumstances when the upper end of a 
range is exceeded 

• Reduced complexity of MU status-dependent 
rules for establishing ER constraints  

• Development of additional assessment 
systems and methods to evaluate MU 
aggregates  

• Requires definition of Marine Survival 
Regimes as related to status of MUs or MU 
aggregates 

• Explicit coordination with climate change 
adaptation and research efforts 

• Focus CoTC effort on improving the technical 
basis for implementation of Chapter 5 
(southern component) given present 
expectations of resources available for stock 
assessments  
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Strategy Current Coho Chapter30 A: ER Caps Determined According to 
Abundance and Productivity 

B: Interior Fraser Centric 
 

C: Weakest MU 
 

D: MU Aggregates, with Tiered ERs Based on 
Marine Survival Regimes 

Principle CDN 
differences from 
implementation of 
current chapter  

• Specifies escapement goals or derived 
status dependent ER caps for each 
Canadian MUs. 

• Specifies that both parties shall 
maintain capabilities and programs as 
necessary to conduct stock 
assessments, evaluate fishery impacts, 
and meet the objectives of the Chapter. 

• Assumes MU assessment data and 
fishery impact information will improve 
over time.  

• Canadian ER caps determined through 
consideration of productivity and/or 
abundance instead of only abundance 

• Recognizes uncertainty in performance 
metrics by aggregating GSVI and GS 
Mainland MUs into single Georgia Strait MU  

• Specifies the use of FRAM during the 
Canadian pre-season planning process  

• Maintains focus on management of IFMU for 
domestic planning and information sharing  

• Establishes and relies upon four-year ER 
constraint in Canadian pre-terminal fishing on 
IFMU to provide annual flexibility for planning and 
constrain impacts on US MUs 

• Reduced complexity via focus on single Canadian 
MU 

• Eliminates necessity for CWT indicator stocks and 
escapement estimation for MUs other than IFMU 
for full implementation  

• Regional aggregation of US MUs simplifies 
determination of ER constraints 

• Weakest MU and ER caps determined based on 
available data. If MUs are not monitored they are 
not provided consideration  

• Added complexity to planning key pre-terminal 
fisheries  

• Use of FRAM during the Canadian pre-season 
planning process  
 

• Reduced complexity. Canadian MUs 
potentially aggregated, eliminating 
requirements to develop methods and 
information needed for status determination 
for all existing MUs 

• Less information required, thus reducing 
assessment costs and workload relating to 
estimation of juvenile production; primary 
reliance on estimates of survival from CWT 
releases  

• Reinforces requirements for sharing 
projected fishery impacts on MUs and MU 
aggregates after completion of domestic 
planning processes  
 

Principle US 
differences from 
implementation of 
current chapter  

• Catch information not available for 
winter PSC meetings for post-season 
evaluation of ER in previous year`s 
fishery. 

• Reduced uncertainty for domestic fishery planning  
 • Aggregation of ERs constraints for Canadian 

fisheries impacting US MUs reduces information 
sharing requirements and improves accuracy and 
precision of CWT based statistics for performance 
evaluation  

• Regional aggregation of US MUs simplifies 
determination of ER constraints  
 

• Domestic planning process and timeline 
affected by increased bilateral collaboration 
to establish ER constraints for weakest MUs 

• Consideration of Canadian MU status limited 
to those MUs with supporting information  
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Appendix C – CoTC Draft Report on Development of 
Alternative Strategies 
During the CoTC’s work week in July 2017, they developed and described four example alternative 
management strategies for the purpose of this project, as well as the critical questions used to guide 
workshop deliberations about the potential performance of those strategies. The process and outcomes of 
that work week are documented in the CoTC report, “Development of Alternative Strategies For Southern 
Coho Management” (file: CoTCAltStratReport8_5_16.pdf). This document contains the original descriptions 
of each of the alternative strategies. The Strategy Table (Appendix B) reflects some changes and 
clarifications that were made by the CoWG after they reviewed the original strategies. As noted in the report 
itself, the CoTC had limited time to do the work and document it. The CoWG was very appreciative of the 
tremendous amount of work that the CoTC put into this task over a short period of time. The document is still 
a “draft” – the draft document provided effective communication of the CoTC’s work for the purposes of the 
project and therefore the CoWG opted not to ask the CoTC to invest its limited resources in further 
developing the document. 
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Appendix D – Workshop Discussions on Strengths and 
Weaknesses of Alternative Strategies 
This appendix contains further details on the workshop deliberations on the perceived strengths, 
weaksnesses and uncertainties associated with each of the alternative strategies. 

Workshop participants were asked the following seeding questions to facilitate deliberation on the 
strengths and weaknesses of each alternative strategy: 

• What is the major benefit of this strategy? At what cost? 
– Why? (i.e., what attribute of strategy is responsible?)   
– Is the attribute specific to the strategy or is it interchangeable?  

• What uncertainties / additional information / next steps would help to better assess performance? 

Discussions were focused on the core concept underlying each alternative. 

Alternative A – ER Caps Determined According to Abundance and Productivity 

Major strengths and weaknesses (from workshop discussion) 
• Strength – it formalizes the consideration of productivity regimes into the management 

framework (similar to Alternative D). 
• Strength – it is responsive to environmental changes; potential benefit for conservation from 

consideration of productivity regimes. 
• Strength – it incorporates monitoring for environmental change via productivity regimes. 
• Weakness – there were substantial concerns about its feasibility – considerable effort would be 

required to develop definitions of productivity regimes and the basic data required for the strategy 
are not available for all MUs. 

Major uncertainties and/or questions (from workshop discussion) 
• Would explicitly incorporating productivity improve the development of breakpoints for CDN MUs 

of the ability to report to US earlier? 
• Two of the CDN MUs are merged, but there may be other ways to aggregate the CDN MUs. 
• It is very difficult to identify productivity regimes except in extreme hindsight. 
• CDN could perhaps use a suite of indicators to determine status, but this would then have to still 

be translated into inputs for FRAM 
• Is FRAM necessary for this strategy? Yes, Interior and Lower Fraser abundances in particular are 

important for Coho FRAM. For other CDN units, the US has to use hypothetical estimates of 
abundance. It is not clear if FRAM is necessary for Canada. 

Alternative B – Interior Fraser Centric 

Major strengths and weaknesses (from workshop discussion) 
• Strength – it is the most feasible strategy because it essentially formalizes what is actually 

currently being done under the current Chapter. The strategy reflects the reality of the information 
and data currently available, given the erosion of assessment activities over time. 
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• Strength – it strives to more clearly separate bilateral and domestic obligations, without affecting 
domestic processes. The strategy’s focus on pre-terminal fisheries for both countries is assumed 
to provide an adequate level of protection for weak stocks. The central idea of the strategy is to 
maximize the ability of each party to be flexible within their domestic fishery management 
processes, minimize what aspects have to be bilateral, and then focus on those aspects that 
have to be bilateral. In this strategy, it would not be necessary for Canada to use FRAM. 

• Strength – this approach is relatively precautionary from a conservation perspective, assuming 
ERs on IFR MU are maintained at very low levels.  

• Weakness – some participants had concerns about dropping other CDN MUs from the bilateral 
framework (i.e., non-IFR MUs would not be explicitly addressed in the bilateral management 
strategy). 

Major uncertainties and/or questions (from workshop discussion) 
• Further work would be needed to communicate the separation of bilateral and domestic 

responsibilities and actions under this strategy.  
• Participants raised concerns that reducing assessment requirements could mean that there is an 

even more limited basis upon which to manage southern Coho in the future, which could be 
problematic if the information needs of future Chapters increase. 

• However, the removal of assessment activities or analyses from the bilateral framework does not 
mean they will be dropped domestically (e.g., concerns associated with dropping CDN MUs and 
no longer assessing IFR MU). 

Alternative C – Weakest MU 

Major strengths and weaknesses (from workshop discussion) 
• Setting pre-terminal harvest conservatively would tend to push harvest to terminal areas: 

o Strength – in an increasingly uncertain world, this is a more precautionary-minded shift 
o Weakness – MUs that are not assessed are not explicitly afforded protection 

• Strength – this strategy provides an incentive to improve data collection (e.g., for MUs that are 
not currently assessed) 

• Weakness – this strategy would be challenging to fully develop and would require considerable 
policy and technical work to do so. It could potentially take the entire term of the agreement to 
figure out how to implement the strategy. Participants noted that the strategy became more and 
more complex as the details were discussed (even at current stage of conceptual development). 

• Weakness – this strategy would be especially challenging for US domestic planning processes. 
Implementing it would require changing the entire way the domestic process is carried out, 
particularly with regards to FRAM modeling. 

Major uncertainties and/or questions (from workshop discussion) 
• This strategy poses potential risk to un-monitored MUs, especially given that MUs with data may 

not be the weakest ones and it is difficult to predict the risk of alternative fisheries to MUs without 
data. 

Alternative D – MU Aggregates with Tiered ERs based on Marine Survival Regimes 

Major strengths and weaknesses (from workshop discussion) 
• Strength – the strategy formally acknowledges cycles of productivity that affect multiple stocks. 
• Strength – the strategy is forward-looking and responsive to climate change. 
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• Strength – the strategy could be highly precautionary, but this depends on how it is 
parameterized (e.g., details on defining regime shifts). 

• Strength – the strategy addresses the lack of information – similar to Alternative A but without 
the abundance piece, and therefore better reflects the situation of limited information. 

• Strength – the strategy could potentially allow for a transition out of annual-based planning 
(depending on details). 

• Weakness – aggregating by marine survival regime means that heterogeneity in freshwater 
survival within an aggregate may still lead to conservation concerns. 

• Weakness – implementing this strategy would actually be quite complex and still runs the risk of 
overharvesting weak stocks. 

• Weakness – implementing this strategy could be a lot of work, especially for defining common 
marine survival regimes. 

• Weakness – it might take entire term of the agreement to pull together the information needed to 
implement this strategy. 

• Weakness – there are substantial complications in trying to utilize multiple indicators in a 
prescriptive manner (e.g., what if different indicators of marine survival are pointing in different 
directions). Having the flexibility to utilize multiple indicators is good, but it is hard to explicitly 
codify them in a formal agreement (which would decrease flexibility). 

Major uncertainties and/or questions (from workshop discussion) 
• One of the key goals of this approach is to be responsive to climate regimes; however, there are 

also other ways to address this issue (TBD – not discussed in detail). 
• This strategy focuses on marine survival and not freshwater survival because marine survival is 

believed to be a much stronger determinant of inter-annual variability in overall survival than 
freshwater survival. However, it is unknown whether this will remain the same under climate 
change. 

• Analytical details of determining the similarity of marine survival regimes need to be worked out 
(but Zimmerman et al. 2015 is a good place to start). 

• How long does it take to detect a change in marine survival regime (applies to productivity too)? 
• A few participants expressed concerns about the potential for management to anchor to a 

conservative regime. That is, you might remain overly precautionary if it is difficult to make a 
determination that the system has moved out of a low productivity regime (i.e., resistance to 
changing until evidence is overwhelming). The counterpoint raised was that this should not be an 
issue because the signal will be very clear when the regime has changed (i.e., small changes in 
marine survival can translate into large changes in adult abundance). 

• It is important to maintain assessment infrastructure in order to be able to detect changes in 
regimes. 
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Appendix E – Participant Perspectives on Strengths and 
Weaknesses 

December 2016 
PSC Southern Coho Management Strategies Workshop 

Perspectives on the Strengths and Weaknesses 
of Alternative Strategies 

Preamble 
This document details the strengths, weaknesses and uncertainties of a set of alternative strategies for 
Southern Coho management developed by the CoTC.  The contents of the document are based on: 

• information taken directly from the CoTC’s report (where relevant statements were provided32) 
• discussions by participants during the November 28-29 workshop 
• written feedback on the table from some CoWG members before and after the workshop 

The components, characteristics and specific objectives of each of the strategies (as well as the current 
Chapter as written) are summarized in the “Strategies Table” that accompanies this document. In the 
table in this document, the potential performance of each strategy, in terms of key strengths, 
weaknesses, and uncertainties relative to the status quo (Current Chapter as implemented), is described 
against a common set of “critical questions”.  

The “critical questions” were developed by the CoTC to ensure that deliberations about the relative 
performance of the alternative strategies are meaningfully focused on the most important issues. When 
evaluating the performance of each alternative the focus was on the overarching question. The bulleted 
sub-questions under each critical question provide examples of the types of issues that could be 
considered in answering the overall question.  

Some aspects of the alternative strategies were difficult to evaluate because they remained conceptual 
and available information was insufficient to provide an adequate basis for comment. As a result, the 
                                                      

 
32 Note that the explicit task for the CoTC was to develop descriptions of a set of example alternative strategies. The CoTC was not 
explicitly tasked (due to lack of additional time) with evaluating the potential outcomes of these strategies. However, in the course of 
developing the strategies, the CoTC did provide discussion on some of the strengths and weaknesses of each of the example 
strategies. 
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content of this document should simply be considered the CoWG’s perspective on the relative strengths 
and weaknesses of the alternative strategies and not a comprehensive or definitive evaluation of the 
alternatives. 

The alternative strategies developed for the workshop were intended to facilitate an improved 
understanding of how alternative management strategies may perform relative to the status quo 
(Current Chapter as implemented) and to explore the trade-offs inherent among them. The 
alternatives do not represent negotiating positions of the Parties, nor a commitment to implement 
any element of them.  

 

Abbreviations and Acronyms 
 

CDN Canada / Canadian 
CoTC  Coho Technical Committee 
CU conservation unit 
CWT coded wire tag 
ER exploitation rate 
FRAM Fishery Regulation Assessment Model 
GS Georgia Strait  
GSVI Georgia Strait and Vancouver Island 

IFR Interior Fraser 
MU management unit 
PFMC Pacific Fishery Management Council 
PM performance metric  
PST Pacific Salmon Treaty 
TBD to be determined 
US  United States 
WMU weakest management unit 
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Critical Questions  Current PST Chapter  
(as written) 

Strategy A – Productivity Status Strategy B – IFR Strategy C – Weakest MU Strategy D – MU Aggregates & Marine 
Survival Regimes 

1. Conservation       
To what extent does the strategy 
promote long-term biological and 
ecological diversity and prevent 
overfishing of naturally spawning 
Coho management units? 
• Minimize risk of extirpation of 

MUs/CU/s etc.? 
• Interfere with the Parties’ views 

regarding preservation of biological 
and ecological diversity? 

• Responsive to the variation in the 
status of the MUs and their 
components? 

St
re

ng
th

s 

If fully implemented, provides a comprehensive 
structure for ensuring exploitation rates, based 
on MU abundance, do not exceed levels that are 
considered sustainable. 
 

 

Coho productivity varies over time. Formal 
consideration of this in the strategy ensures 
that MU productivity in addition to abundance 
levels are explicitly considered when setting 
exploitation rates thereby providing added 
conservation benefits in response to variability 
in productivity.  

 

Assumes IFR (and by extension other existing CDN MUs) 
will be in a low status category for duration of agreement 
and management will continue to be directed at 
constraining ERs on this MU. 

Interior Fraser Coho are believed to be the least 
productive CDN population and so managing for it being in 
a low “status” category should ensure exploitation rates 
experiences by other CDN Coho populations are well 
below levels that pose conservation risks. 

Provided the new bilateral pre-terminal ER Caps on IFMU 
are established at a level comparable to the 2%-3% 
planned for and observed under CoABM (except for 2014) 
then the level of interception should provide sufficient 
protection for IFMU and comingled US MUs to enable 
domestic fishery managers to meet their own objectives 
and responsibilities, including conservation and promoting 
biological and ecological diversity, and addressing risks 
and uncertainties from effects of global change. 

 

Provides conservation benefits to all assessed 
MUs by setting MU exploitation rates based on 
weakest known assessed MU in each region 

Responsive to uncertainty in pre-terminal 
fishery composition.  

Results in decreases in pre-terminal mixed 
stock fisheries which should provide increased 
opportunity to protect weak MUs in terminal 
areas where more information can become 
available. 
 

 

Explicitly considers MU marine survival (dominant 
component of overall productivity as well as inter-
annual variation in it) when setting exploitation 
rates. 

ER Caps that vary depending on marine survival 
regimes should provide an additional level of 
conservation benefit by ensuring exploitation rates 
do not pose conservation risks during periods of 
low marine survival. 
 

 

Responsive to unanticipated conservation concerns (details have not been specified but this should, in principle, provide conservation benefits).  

Stipulates increased resources to improve Coho FRAM which should, in principle, contribute to improved conservation outcomes by allowing for improved estimation of predicted (pre-season) and realized (post-
season) exploitation rates. 

W
ea

kn
es

se
s 

Does not consider changes in productivity (due 
to changes in climate) and their consequences 
for sustainable harvest rates. 

Size of CDN MUs (multiple CUs within a given 
MU) means that multiple ecologically and 
evolutionarily distinct units are aggregated. 

Higher ER caps for CDN fisheries when only a 
single MU compared to a composite ER Cap 
increases risk to that MU. 

Methods to determine MU status and associated 
allowable ERs have not been completed for 
Canadian MUs. As a result, ability to conserve 
CUs cannot be determined.   

 

Aggregates two CDN MUs into one (GSVI and 
GS Mainland MUs into single Georgia Strait 
MU), which may constrain ability to respond to 
finer scale conservation concerns for all CUs. 

Allows for exceeding ER caps once every four 
years which may pose conservation risk to 
weak stocks. 

Further aggregation of MUs may pose 
additional risks to the conservation of “weak” 
(i.e., least productive) populations within 
aggregates.  

Difficult to predict and or respond to regime 
shifts when they first occur and so may pose 
conservation risk to MUs when shifting from a 
high to low productivity regime.  

 

Further aggregation of MUs may pose additional risks to 
the conservation of “weak” (i.e., least productive) 
populations within aggregates.  

 

 

Does not consider un-assessed MUs which 
may be “weaker” (i.e., less productive) than 
weakest assessed MU.  

Allows for exceeding ER caps once every four 
years which may pose conservation risk to 
weak stocks. 

 
 

Does not consider MU abundance levels when 
setting exploitation rates. 

Further aggregation of MUs may pose additional 
risks to the conservation of “weak” (i.e., least 
productive) populations within aggregates.  

Difficult to predict and or respond to regime shifts 
when they first occur and so may pose 
conservation risk to MUs when shifting from a high 
to low productivity regime.  
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Critical Questions  Current PST Chapter  
(as written) 

Strategy A – Productivity Status Strategy B – IFR Strategy C – Weakest MU Strategy D – MU Aggregates & Marine 
Survival Regimes 

Un
ce

rta
in

tie
s 

 

 
 
 

Development of approach for defining 
productivity break points, how MUs are 
deemed to have entered a new productivity 
level, and ER caps for productivity and 
productivity / abundance status for each of the 
MUs. 

Determination of how productivity is defined 
for each MU (e.g., recruits-per-spawner, 
marine survival based on indicator stocks, 
etc.) and feasibility of approach. 

 

Impacts on conservation and biodiversity objectives of 
assessing compliance based on four-year average ERs 
needs further detail regarding provisions limiting the range 
of annual deviations allowed from ER Caps. 

 

There are numerous details that would need to 
be fleshed out to implement this strategy 
including differences between pre-post season 
evaluations which could alter identification of 
weakest MU. 

 

Information required to determine MU aggregates 
based on common marine survival regimes (e.g., 
could use Zimmerman et al. 201533). 

Methods to determine regime shifts and response 
levels unspecified.  

 

Development of pre- and in-season plans/process related to emergency management triggers, including how they are defined, in response to regional or MU specific conservation crises  

Development of the exceedance criteria (i.e., extent and timing of deviations from ER caps) and understanding of conservation risks posed by them.  

                                                      

 
33 Zimmerman, M.S., Irvine, J.R., O’Neill, M., Anderson, J.H., Greene, C.M., Weinheimer, J., Trudel, M. and Rawson, K., 2015. Spatial and temporal patterns in smolt survival of wild and hatchery Coho Salmon in the Salish Sea. Marine and Coastal Fisheries, 7(1), pp.116-134. 
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Critical Questions  Current PST Chapter  
(as written) 

Strategy A – Productivity Status Strategy B – IFR Strategy C – Weakest MU Strategy D – MU Aggregates & Marine 
Survival Regimes 

2. Harvest       
 To what extent does the strategy 
provide fishing opportunities for 
both countries? 
• Clarity of harvest control rules? 
• Consistency with domestic fishery 

planning processes and 
obligations? 

• Level and variation of Coho harvest 
by sector (e.g., First Nations, 
recreational, commercial) sufficient 
to maintain infrastructure? 

• Responsiveness to changes (in-
season and post/pre-season) in 
harvest opportunities due to 
changes in abundance? 

• Consideration of incidental impacts 
on Coho of fisheries directed at 
comingled species (e.g., Fraser 
sockeye fishery cycle)? 

St
re

ng
th

s 

Directs Parties to manage fisheries to maximize 
sustainable harvest from all MUs. 

Explicit consideration of impacts of fisheries 
directed at other species on management of 
Coho salmon (by allowing ER caps to be 
exceeded once every four years).  

ER caps change with productivity regimes 
(e.g., at a given abundance level, higher 
harvest rates could occur when productivity is 
“high”). 

 

Four-year average ER constraints provide increased 
flexibility for annual fishery planning.  

Explicit consideration of impacts of fisheries directed at 
other species on management of Coho salmon. 

Relies on domestic management processes to determine 
harvest levels in accordance with their own requirements 
and responsibilities. 

 

Explicit consideration of impacts of fisheries 
directed at other species on management of 
Coho salmon (by allowing ER caps to be 
exceeded once every four years). 

Maintains/expands opportunities for terminal 
fisheries. 

If status is based on marine survival regimes, then 
inter-annual variation in ER caps will be reduced. 

W
ea

kn
es

se
s 

Pre-season abundance estimates determine 
ERs. If set assuming a “low” status but returns 
are closer to “moderate” or “high” then there can 
be lost harvest opportunities. 

Lack of abundance data would mean lower 
ERs for MUs that only have productivity 
information. This would likely constrain 
fisheries that impact those MUs. 

Potential for attrition of MUs in resource base 
to support fisheries because of lack of 
information. 

Likely that it will take multiple years to detect 
that a transition has occurred from a low to 
high productivity regime. During this time, 
there may be lost harvest opportunities.  

Given assumption that IFR will remain in the low status 
category (until sufficient evidence is presented to change 
the status), harvest opportunities on other CDN MUs could 
be unnecessarily constrained. 

ER cap on IFMU for pre-terminal fisheries at 2%-3% levels 
planned under Canadian domestic processes (except for 
2014) would affect CDN access to harvestable fish from 
comingled MUs. 

Critically dependent on level of ER caps; if substantially 
higher than those observed under CoABM, explicit 
consideration for impacts on US MUs by CDN fisheries 
would need to be developed.  Additionally, existing 
Canadian fishery planning processes and tools would 
need to be developed and employed to evaluate impacts 
on US MUs.   

 

Decreases opportunities for pre-terminal mixed 
stock fisheries to occur. 

Would require significant changes to US pre-
season fisheries negotiations by limiting the 
ability to trade impacts among fisheries. 

 

More conservative ERs for stock aggregates 
without assessment programs are likely to 
constrain fisheries compared to status quo. 

Likely that it will take multiple years to detect that a 
transition has occurred from a low to high marine 
survival regime. During this time, there may be lost 
harvest opportunities.  

Emergency management would likely have to be pre-specified and implemented pre-season, and therefore could (unnecessarily) restrict fisheries compared to status quo. 

 

Un
ce

rta
in

ti
es

 

MSH escapement levels have not been 
determined for CDN MUs. 

 

 Critically dependent on IFMU ER Cap for Canadian pre-
terminal fisheries (see “weakness” above).  
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Critical Questions  Current PST Chapter  
(as written) 

Strategy A – Productivity Status Strategy B – IFR Strategy C – Weakest MU Strategy D – MU Aggregates & Marine 
Survival Regimes 

3. Flexibility       
To what extent is the strategy 
responsive to change? 
• Mechanisms for responding to 

emerging unforeseen 
circumstances over the short term 
(consider in-season, post-season 
responses)? 

• Responsiveness to projected 
emergency conditions (e.g., broad 
scale production failures) 

• What is the long-term vision? 
Continuity over time? 

St
re

ng
th

s 

 Flexibility to exceed ER caps periodically. Four-year average ER constraints provides flexibility in 
annual planning and consider impacts on comingled 
stocks. 
 

If the IFMU ER Cap for CDN pre-terminal fisheries is set at 
a sufficiently low level, this alternative would enable the 
flexibility for each Party to continue to use existing tools 
and processes for domestic management. 

 

Flexibility to exceed ER caps periodically.  

Provision for emergency management triggered by a TBD criteria if there is a MU or regional conservation emergency (e.g., due to anomalous environmental conditions). 

W
ea

kn
es

se
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  Bilateral ER Caps on pre-terminal fisheries limited to low 
status of IFMU.  

Consideration of the status of other MUs limited to 
emergency provisions. 

 
IFMU ER Cap on CDN pre-terminal fisheries would 
primarily limit CDN harvest flexibility to terminal fisheries. 

Requirement for bilateral determination of change in status 
of IFMU would constrain ability of Canada to determine 
status of IFMU. 
 

Reduces flexibility in pre-season fishery 
planning. 

Substantially increases the necessity for 
negotiation of distribution of conservation 
responsibility since the combination of weakest 
MUs from the three regions would likely vary 
annually. 

Requires collaborative pre-season fishery 
planning and use of CoFRAM in the domestic 
planning processes of both Parties.  
 

 

Un
ce

rta
in

tie
s 

 This approach may be less flexible if 
productivity regime is determined less 
frequently than every year. 
 
Details regarding extent of periodic deviations 
from ER caps that is permitted are lacking. 
 

 Details regarding extent of periodic deviations 
from ER caps that is permitted are lacking. 
 

This approach may be less flexible if marine 
survival regime is determined less frequently than 
every year. 
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Critical Questions  Current PST Chapter  
(as written) 

Strategy A – Productivity Status Strategy B – IFR Strategy C – Weakest MU Strategy D – MU Aggregates & Marine 
Survival Regimes 

4. Feasibility       
To what extent is there capacity to 
implement the strategy? 
• Are the technical requirements 

more or less than the current 
chapter (as implemented)? 

• Existing technical capacity (data, 
stock and fishery assessment 
programs, management systems, 
and methods, tools, budget and 
staffing) adequately considered 
from different perspectives, 
including regulatory/planning 
(practicality)? 

• Are additional capacity needs for 
implementation identified? 

St
re

ng
th

s 

 Reduced uncertainty for US fishery planning. 

Reduced number of Canadian MUs results in 
less data collection and analysis required. 
 

Reduced expectations for information availability and 
sharing. 

Eliminates requirements and expectations for information 
that is unlikely to become available. 

Reduced complexity of MU status-dependent rules. 

Reduces CoTC workload. 

Reduced number of Canadian MUs results in less data 
collection and analysis required. 
 
Eliminates the complex rules for establishing Canadian 
fishery ER constraints based on the status of individual US 
MUs. 

Eliminates need for development of information and 
standards for CDN MUs (e.g., status determinations, break 
points, MU descriptions) except for the IFMU. 

Can be implemented immediately with available 
information and existing domestic planning processes. 

 

Consideration of CDN MUs limited to those with 
information.  

Reduced information requirements and complexity 
of MU status-dependent rules. 

Eliminates information and methods needed for 
status determination for all CDN MUs. 

 

W
ea

kn
es

se
s 

Data intensive to the point of not being feasible. 

Technical requirements of the current chapter as 
written cannot be met (based on past 
experience) 

Increased expectations for information 
availability. 

Determining several new management 
aspects (i.e. productivity measures, 
productivity breakpoints, and pre-season and 
in-season management process) could take a 
considerable amount of time and would likely 
delay Chapter renegotiation significantly. 

Implementation details will require substantial 
policy and technical effort to develop. 
 
Specifies using FRAM in CDN pre-season. 
 

By assuming that the status of IFR MU will remain low for 
the duration of the next agreement, if status improves (and 
thus ER constraints relaxed), the provisions of the 
Agreement would need to be renegotiated.  

Increases complexity and effort of bilateral pre-
season planning. 

Adds complexity to planning key fisheries (as 
defined in strategy). 

Requires significant changes to existing US 
pre-season negotiations (i.e. key fisheries with 
specified ER caps are a new concept that 
would limit the ability to trade impacts in 
negotiations). 

Reallocating impacts between terminal and pre-
terminal fisheries will delay renegotiation for a 
long time (i.e. until new allocations can be 
negotiated across all affected fisheries) 

Implementation details will require substantial 
policy and technical effort to develop. 

Specifies using FRAM in CDN pre-season. 
 

Extensive effort required to develop the rules 
governing the development and implementation of 
ER caps as well as new assessment processes 
and programs. 

Would require substantial modifications for both 
U.S. and Canadian fishery planning processes. 

Has implications for US pre-season planning (e.g., 
quota inputs). 

 

Emergency provisions require significant work to develop and could require increased data collection, analytical and management process requirements.  

Requirement to increase resources to improve Coho FRAM. 

Un
ce

rta
in

tie
s Required annual inputs for fishery planning and 

post-season ER estimation are unavailable for 
some MUs which leads to numerous 
assumptions that must be made (e.g., use of 
base-period) with unknown consequences. 

Impacts on domestic obligations and 
responsibilities are uncertain. 

 
 
 

Impacts on domestic obligations and 
responsibilities are uncertain. 

Impacts on domestic obligations and 
responsibilities are uncertain.  
 

There may not be sufficient time to develop and achieve bilateral agreement on emergency provisions within available negotiating timelines.  
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Critical Questions  Current PST Chapter  
(as written) 

Strategy A – Productivity Status Strategy B – IFR Strategy C – Weakest MU Strategy D – MU Aggregates & Marine 
Survival Regimes 

5. Assessment & Evaluation       
To what extent can we evaluate 
whether management objectives 
have been met? 
• Clearly defined management 

objectives? 
• Defined performance metrics and 

evaluation criteria? 
• Data requirements and 

assessment/monitoring systems 
identified? 

• Reporting and information sharing 
timelines aligned with availability of 
data and management needs? 

• Continuity of information for 
management decisions (e.g., will 
options for strategies in future 
chapters be undermined due to 
changes in assessment in the next 
Chapter)? 

• Extent to which strategy is 
dependent upon FRAM (pre- and 
post-season)? 

St
re

ng
th
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Requires the Parties to maintain stock and 
fishery assessment programs that are relevant to 
each MU. 

Requires exchange of MSH escapement levels, 
methods to determine MU status and associated 
ERs between Parties. 
 

Potential improvement of accuracy and 
precision of CWT-based statistics (due to 
aggregation). 

 

Recognizes uncertainty in performance metrics by 
aggregating data. 

Maintenance and improvement of essential assessment 
systems, methods and models. 

CDN – Eliminates need for CWT indicator stocks and 
escapement estimation for non-IFR MUs (for purposes of 
status assessments). 

US – Simplification of determination of Canadian ER 
constraints. 

Potential improvement of accuracy and precision of CWT-
based statistics (due to aggregation). 

Reduced information sharing requirements. 

 

 Recognizes uncertainty by aggregating data. 

Commitment from CDN to provide necessary information to US in time to allow US fishery planning process to proceed. 

Increased resources to improve Coho FRAM should, in principle, contribute to improved assessment and evaluation performance. 

W
ea

kn
es

se
s 

Assessment and evaluation requirements for 
CDN are unrealistic and unable to be met.   

 

Assessment programs are insufficient to 
provide reliable estimates of productivity for 
some MUs. 

 

If CDN assessment programs are further reduced under 
this strategy as a result of a singular focus on the IFMU 
then the feasibility of a range of future strategies that might 
be considered (e.g., those that require information from 
assessment programs over recent decades) may be 
reduced.  

Increases expectations of information 
availability (e.g., key fisheries). 

Potentially requires additional assessment 
programs and methods to evaluate MU 
aggregates. 

Increases expectations of the timeliness of information sharing. 

Un
ce

rta
in

tie
s 

  Extent to which fishery sampling programs in CDN would 
need to increase to generate empirical estimates of IFMU 
ERs.  

Extent to which US fishery planning timeline is 
affected by increased collaboration with CDN to 
establish ER constraints. 
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Critical Questions  Current PST Chapter  
(as written) 

Strategy A – Productivity Status Strategy B – IFR Strategy C – Weakest MU Strategy D – MU Aggregates & Marine 
Survival Regimes 

6. Uncertainty       
To what extent are uncertainties 
explicitly considered and/or 
reduced by the strategy? 
• Consider uncertainties (e.g., 

measurement error, management 
precision, and environmental 
variability) and their associated 
conservation risk 

• Adequately address uncertainties 
(e.g., precautions, scale of 
resolution) 

• Environmental conditions (e.g., 
marine survival rates, migration 
patterns) 

• Management precision (e.g., control 
over fisheries) 

• Measurement error (e.g., precision 
of exploitation rates) 

St
re

ng
th
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 Explicitly considers environmental conditions 
(e.g., productivity regimes which can be a 
source of uncertainty) when determining MU 
status. 

Recognizes uncertainty in performance 
metrics by aggregating GSVI and GS 
Mainland MUs into single Georgia Strait MU.  
 

Adherence to ER caps evaluated based on tolerance 
ranges that reflect the uncertainty of precision surrounding 
ER estimates and reliability of management precision. 

Bilateral IFMU ER caps on pre-terminal fisheries 
sufficiently low to enable domestic managers to consider 
uncertainty in decisions to constrain ERs on MUs.  

Aggregation of ERs constraints for Canadian fisheries 
impacting US MUs improves accuracy and precision of 
CWT based statistics for performance evaluation. 

 

Adherence to ER caps evaluated based on 
tolerance ranges that reflect the uncertainty of 
precision surrounding ER estimates and 
reliability of management precision. 

Recognizes uncertainty in assessment data 
and environmental variation and so manages 
for the weakest MU from three distinct regions 
(each of which are assumed to have similar 
distributions).  
 

Explicitly considers environmental conditions (e.g., 
productivity regimes which can be a source of 
uncertainty) when determining MU status. 

Increased resources to improve Coho FRAM should, in principle, contribute to reduction in uncertainties due to base period assumptions in current application of FRAM. 

W
ea

kn
es

se
s Does not explicitly consider uncertainty in 

assessment of MU status or estimation of ERs. 
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Appendix F – Workshop Agendas 
 

 

 

 
PSC Southern Coho Alternate Management Strategies 

 
Project Overview and Input from Coho Working Group  

Workshop Agenda 
 

May 10, 2016 
 

Four Points by Sheraton Bellingham Hotel & Conference Center 
714 Lakeway Dr., Bellingham WA 

 
Workshop Leads: 
 
Alex Hall / Brendan Connors 
ESSA Technologies Ltd. 
ahall@essa.com 
bconnors@essa.com  

Brigid Payne 
DFO 
Brigid.Payne@dfo-mpo.gc.ca  
 

Laurie Peterson 
WDFW 
Laurie.Peterson@dfw.wa.gov  
 

 
 

Workshop Objectives: 
1. Share and review proposed approach for evaluating alternate management strategies for the PSC Coho 

management regime with the Coho Working Group 

2. Get input from Coho Working Group on substantive elements of the proposed approach 

Outcomes 
• Shared understanding of overall approach and timeline 

• Endorsement of approach (with revisions, as needed) by Coho Working Group 

• Input from Coho Working Group on substantive content to inform definition of alternate management 
strategies and design of the evaluation method(s) 

• Agreement on next steps 

mailto:ahall@essa.com
mailto:bconnors@essa.com
mailto:Brigid.Payne@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
mailto:Laurie.Peterson@dfw.wa.gov
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Agenda: 
Day 1 --- May 10 2016 

Time Topic area Presenter Notes 
8:30 am START   
 CoWG – other 

business 
CoWG chair(s) • CoWG business and administrative topics, as necessary 

9:45 am BREAK   
10:00 am 
0.5 hrs 

Welcome, 
Introductions 
Overview 

ESSA • Round table introductions 
• Overview of the day, agenda, ground rules, roles, etc. 

0.25 hrs Who ESSA is ESSA • ESSA’s background and experience 
• Our role in the current project 

0.25 hrs Project context / 
overview 

ESSA • Project goal and clarified problem definition 
• Principles and processes 
• Joint leadership; governance and oversight 

0.5 hrs Problem context US / Can presenters • What are the major issues that have been identified in the current Chapter 

1.0 hrs Proposed approach 
(30 min presentation; 
30 min discussion) 

ESSA • SDM primer – principles, components and process 
• Project approach and timeline 
• Outcomes (i.e., what does the finish line look like) 

12:30 pm LUNCH   
1:30 pm 
0.75 hrs 

Objectives Intro/primer by ESSA 
Plenary discussion 

• Clarify objectives of the PST Coho regime 
• Existing objectives from current Chapter 
• Add’l objectives from recent discussions 

0.75 hrs Attributes of a 
strategy 

Intro/primer by ESSA 
Subgroup + plenary 

• How are alternative strategies defined? 
• What attributes are necessary to represent the desired range of strategies? 

3:00 pm BREAK   
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Time Topic area Presenter Notes 
3:15 pm 
1.0 hrs 

Preliminary 
suggestion of 
alternative 
strategies 

Intro/primer by ESSA 
Subgroup + plenary 

• Initial ideas from Can/US Sections on types and range of potential strategies to 
be considered.  

• Preliminary suggestions are not commitments to include in final process. 

0.75 hrs Performance 
measures 

Intro/primer by ESSA 
Subgroup + plenary 

• Metrics that can be used to evaluate how well objectives are being met 
• Do these metrics provide sufficient information to assess tradeoffs among 

alternatives? 
• What’s missing? 

5:00 pm ADJOURN   
Day 2 --- May 11 2016 

Time Topic area Presenter Notes 
8:30 am START   
1.0 hrs Recap ESSA • Review of Day 1 

• Add’l thoughts and input on Day 1 discussions 
1.25 hrs Methods and options for 

evaluating performance 
of alternative strategies 

Intro/primer by ESSA 
Plenary 

• Considerations and constraints 
• What quantitative and qualitative tools exist? 
• What metrics can the model address? 
• Who can do the qualitative evaluations? 

10:45 pm BREAK   
11:00 am 
1.0 hrs 

Next Steps ESSA / plenary • Immediate next steps & time line 
• Tasks to participants / planning team 

12:00 pm 
1.0 hrs 

Other CoWG business? 
(optional) 
 

CoWG chair(s) / 
members 

• Other CoWG business not associated with project 

1:00 pm LUNCH, ADJOURN   
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PSC Southern Coho Alternate Management Strategies 

 
CoWG Meeting: Project Update and Preparation for November 

Workshop  
Workshop Agenda 

 
Sept 28-29, 2016 

(2-day CoWG meeting) 
 

Four Points by Sheraton Bellingham Hotel & Conference Center 
714 Lakeway Dr., Bellingham WA 

 
Workshop Leads: 
 
Alex Hall / Brendan Connors 
ESSA Technologies Ltd. 
ahall@essa.com 
bconnors@essa.com  

Brigid Payne 
DFO 
Brigid.Payne@dfo-mpo.gc.ca  
 

Laurie Peterson 
WDFW 
Laurie.Peterson@dfw.wa.gov  
 

 
 

Workshop Objectives: 

1. Use the existing CoWG meeting as an opportunity to: 
a. Update the CoWG on project progress 
b. Introduce the alternative strategies described by the CoTC to the CoWG 
c. Review the proposed approach for the November approach 

Outcomes 

• Introduction of the alternative strategies & critical questions described by the CoTC to the 
rest of the CWG, with opportunity for clarifications 

• Input from Coho Working Group on the proposed approached for the November workshop 

• Shared understanding of the approach and timeline moving forward 
 

mailto:ahall@essa.com
mailto:bconnors@essa.com
mailto:Brigid.Payne@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
mailto:Laurie.Peterson@dfw.wa.gov
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DAY 1: Wed. Sept. 28, 2016 
Time Topic area Presenter Notes 
8:30 am START   
8:30 am 
0.5 hrs 

Welcome, Introductions 
Overview 

ESSA • Round table introductions 
• Overview of the day, agenda, ground rules, roles, etc. 
• Purpose of meeting and intended benefits 

9:00 am 
0.5 hrs 

Progress update ESSA • Reminder of overall process 
• Progress over summer 

10:00 am 
2.0 hrs 
 
0.25 hrs 
(BREAK) 

Overview of the alternative 
strategies 

CoTC • Communication to CoWG of alternatives described by CoTC 
o Review report prior to workshop 

• Seeking to understand these examples, ask questions and identify gaps 
• NOT trying to develop better strategies or other alternatives/hybrids 
• Two benefits: 

o Opportunity to refine or clarify any gaps or improve description before Nov 
o Core group at Nov (CoWG) will have increased familiarity with the alternatives 

12:15 pm LUNCH   
1:15 pm 
0.75 hrs 

Review critical questions CoTC / 
ESSA 

• Briefly review critical questions developed by CoTC 

2:00 pm 
1.25 hrs 

November workshop 
approach  

ESSA • Overview of approach for workshop and lead-up preparation 
• Review process now so actual workshop is focused on content 
• Introduce “evaluation table” to CoWG 

o Organizes discussions to evaluate performance at Nov workshop 
o Preliminary content will provide useful starting point 
o CoWG (as available) can contribute to table prior to Nov 

• Input from CoWG on optional/new components for Day 2 of workshop 
3:15 pm BREAK   
3:30 pm 
1.0 hrs 

November workshop  
approach (cont’d) 

ESSA • (Cont’d) 
 

4:30 pm 
0.5 hrs 

Next steps ESSA • Clarification/gaps in descriptions of alternative strategies 
• Preliminary input for evaluation table 

5:00 pm ADJOURN   
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DAY 2: Thurs. Sept. 29, 2016  

Time Topic area Who Notes 
8:30 am START   
8:30 am 
 

• Scheduling of upcoming meetings  
 
• Schedule and milestones for 

renegotiation  
• Strategies for chapter wording review 

 

CoWG co-
chairs, ALL 

• Including Jan and Feb PSC meeting timing relative to CoTC meeting 
timing. 
 

• Regardless of what management option is pursued for the new 
Southern Coho Agreement, there is likely some Chapter 5 language 
clean-up that will be required.  Need to consider strategy for language 
clean-up and finalization process. 
 

10:00 am Break (20 min)   
10:20 am 
 

• Continued: schedule milestones for 
renegotiation 
 

• Other Business 
 

CoWG co-
chairs, ALL 

 

12:30 pm LUNCH, ADJOURN   
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PSC Coho Working Group 
 

Southern Coho Management Strategies 
 

Workshop Agenda 
 

November 28-29, 2016 
 

Department of Natural Resources Building 
Stillaguamish Tribe of Indians 

22712 6th Avenue Northeast, Arlington, WA  98223 
https://goo.gl/maps/PfJgieJx3vm 

 
Project Leads: 
 

Laurie Peterson 
US Co-chair of Coho Working Group; US 
Co-chair of Southern Panel 
laurie.peterson@dfw.wa.gov 

Brigid Payne 
Cdn Co-chair of Coho Working Group, 
Cdn Co-chair (alternate) of Southern 
Panel 
Brigid.Payne@dfo-mpo.gc.ca 

 
Workshop Facilitators: 
 

Alex Hall 
ESSA 
ahall@essa.com 

Brendan Connors 
ESSA 
bconnors@essa.com  

 
 

Workshop Objectives: 

(1) Develop a common understanding of the most pressing issues and challenges with the 
implementation of the current Coho Chapter. 

(2) Communicate how and where the current workshop complements the renegotiation process. 
(3) Explore illustrative examples of alternative strategies designed to address particular issues 

and challenges with the current Coho Chapter and strengths and weaknesses associated 
with each strategy. 

(4) Explore the trade-offs34 among the alternative strategies with respect to the problem(s) they 
seek to address and the different potential outcomes associated with them.    

                                                      

 
34 See footnote under “Project Background”. 

https://goo.gl/maps/PfJgieJx3vm
mailto:laurie.peterson@dfw.wa.gov
mailto:Brigid.Payne@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
mailto:ahall@essa.com
mailto:bconnors@essa.com
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Project Background: 
As part of the broader US-Canada Pacific Salmon Treaty renewal process, the Coho salmon chapter 
(Chapter 5) will be renegotiated by the end of 2017. Concerns have been raised within both Parties regarding 
the current technical capacity to meet the assessment requirements of the existing Chapter and the need to 
explore alternative solutions. In support of the renegotiation process and in response to concerns with the 
existing Chapter, the Southern Panel determined that having a workshop to explore alternative management 
strategies was a high priority. Funding was secured through the Southern Endowment Fund to support 
external consultants to assist with this project. The project is being jointly implemented by consultants from 
ESSA Technologies and a subset of the CoWG, with engagement and contributions from the broader CoWG 
and CoTC. 

Earlier steps in the project included:  
1) describing the problem context;  
2) identifying the objectives for Coho management (by which alternative approaches should be judged); 
3) determining the attributes by which an alternative strategy should be described (to be able to have 

comparable alternatives); 
4) identifying a set of alternative strategies to further explore (NOTE: these are illustrative, contrasting 

strategies for the purposes of evaluating differences in performance and better understanding trade-
offs35, NOT vetted, negotiating position of the Parties) 

5) further developing (bilaterally) the details of each of the strategies (between conceptual and 
operational levels of detail); and, 

6) developing a set of questions to focus workshop discussions on evaluating the performance of 
alternative strategies against the objectives. 

The goals of the workshop in November are to firstly, provide a clear understanding of the illustrative, 
alternative strategies being explored and the problems they are aiming to address; secondly, to evaluate how 
well each of the alternatives are expected perform against the identified objectives; and lastly, to explore the 
trade-offs among the alternative strategies, including the existing chapter approach. The workshop is a 
technical, exploratory process in nature and the outcomes of the evaluation are non-prejudicial to the 
positions that may be taken by any party during subsequent negotiations. As a technical exercise, the focus 
of the workshop is on assessing the potential outcomes of a set of illustrative, contrasting alternative 
strategies for the purposes of understanding a range of realistic options, how they will perform against 
important objectives and the trade-offs inherent in considering a range of alternative strategies. The 
workshop is NOT about determining preferences for a particular option among the examples considered or 
assessing the relative importance (e.g., weighting) of different objectives based on the values of the 
participants. 

Given the level of detail of the alternatives, the nature and complexity of some of the objectives, the mix of 
technical and policy issues, and other constraints, the evaluation will need to be qualitative. The task process 
for the workshop is not finalized but will likely largely rely on facilitated deliberations, though within a 
structured approach. The intended outcomes of the workshop are for the participants to develop a common 
understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of a set of alternative strategies, the trade-offs among 
alternatives, and potential opportunities to increase the performance of the alternative strategies being 
explored. For the Southern Panel and CoWG, success would be: 1) understanding the trade-offs among a 
set of hypothetical alternatives, so the Parties can subsequently consider the type of strategy (and 
components) to develop in more detail (and vet domestically) to bring into the negotiations; and, 2) to have 

                                                      

 
35 Note: The term “trade-offs” should not be interpreted in terms of negotiating what balance of outcomes is preferable. Each strategy 
seeks to address different problems and will therefore result in different outcomes. The term “trade-offs” refers to how each strategy may 
perform well in certain dimensions but not in others. Each strategy will thus represent a different balance of strengths and weaknesses. 
We will explore how this balance differs among alternative strategies. 
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worked through the process bilaterally, providing both Parties a common information base and experience 
engaging in constructive discussions about trade-offs among alternatives prior to negotiation.  

 

Day 1 

  

Approx 
time  

Topic Contributors 

8:15 Arrival – Coffee, tea, juice  
 Getting everyone up to speed  
8:30 Welcome and introductions 

 
 

8:45 Overview of the agenda 
 

ESSA 

8:55 Context and scope of workshop 
 

CoWG co-chair(s)  

9:10 The renegotiation process for the Coho Chapter  
 

CoWG co-chair(s) 

9:25 Perspectives of participants about this workshop – 
hopes/concerns about the possibility of modifying the 
current Coho Chapter 
 

ESSA facilitating; 
participants contributing 

10:25 Break – Coffee, tea, snacks  
10:40 Background – Project framework and process 

 
ESSA 
 

 The current situation and the problem  
11:00 Background – Climate change and Coho  

 
Laurie Weitkamp 

11:15 Overview of the current Coho Chapter, as written 
 

CoTC 

11:35 Overview of the current Coho Chapter, as implemented 
 

CoTC 
 

11:50 Clarifying the problem 
 

CoWG co-chair(s) 

12:15 Lunch – Lunch is provided  
 Exploring examples of potential solutions  
1:15 Example alternative strategies 

• Ensure common understanding of each of the example 
strategies and the problems they address 

 

CoTC 
 

3:30 Break – Coffee, tea, snacks  
3:45 Critical questions for evaluating the alternative 

strategies 
 

ESSA 
 

4:00 Strengths and weakness across strategies 
• Explore performance across the alternative strategies by 

critical question 
 

ESSA facilitating 
 

4:45 Recap / overnight questions ESSA 
5:00 Adjourn  
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Day 2 

 

 

 

Approx 
time  

Topic Contributors 

7:45 Arrival – Coffee, tea, juice  
8:00 Day 1 recap and overview of agenda ESSA 
8:15 Strengths and weakness of each strategy 

o Cont’d 
 

ESSA facilitating 
 

10:30 Break – Coffee, tea, snacks  
10:45 Assessing trade-offs within and among strategies 

• Consider each strategy as a whole (i.e., across all critical 
questions) and compare strategies 

 

ESSA facilitating 
 

 Looking ahead  
11:45 Setting the stage for post-lunch session 

 
ESSA 

12:00 Lunch – Lunch is provided  
1:00 Exploration of important issues and considerations 

going forward 
• Most important issues of concern 
• Information needs for subsequent stages 
 

ESSA facilitating; 
participants contributing 

2:30 Break – Coffee, tea, snacks  
2:45 Important considerations going forward (cont’d) 

 
ESSA facilitating 

 Wrapping up  
4:00 Recap and Next Steps 

 
ESSA 

4:30 Adjourn  
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Appendix G – Workshop Attendees 

Name Organization Country 
Panel/ 
Tech CoWG 

May  
10-11 

Sept  
28 

Nov  
28-29 

1. Brigid Payne DFO Can Panel CoWG X X X 
2. Don Hall Nuu-chah-nulth Can Panel CoWG X   X 
3. Gord Sterritt UFFCA Can Panel CoWG X X X 
4. Laurie Milligan SFAB Can Panel CoWG X   X 
5. Rod Cootes Commercial Troll Can Panel CoWG     X 
6. Ryan McEachern Commercial Gillnet Can Panel CoWG X X X 
7. Arlene Tompkins DFO Can Tech CoWG X X X 
8. Joel Sawada DFO Can Tech CoWG X   X 
9. Lynda Ritchie DFO Can Tech CoWG   X X 
10. Pete Nickin FRAFS / UFFCA Can Tech CoWG   X X 
11. Andy Thomson DFO Can Panel   X   X 
12. Phil Young Processing Can Panel       X 
13. Roger Dunlop FNs Can Tech       X 
14. Marla Maxwell DFO Can         X 
15. Ron Kadowaki DFO Can         X 
16. Wilf Luedke DFO Can         X 
17. Annette Hoffmann WDFW US Panel CoWG X X X 
18. Denise Hawkins USFWS US Panel CoWG X X X 
19. Ed Johnstone Quinault Tribe US Panel CoWG X X X 
20. Jeremy Jording NOAA US Panel CoWG X X X 
21. Joe Peters Squaxin Tribe US Panel CoWG X X X 
22. Laurie Peterson WDFW US Panel CoWG X X X 
23. Terry Williams Tulalip Tribe US Panel CoWG X X X 
24. Andy Rankis Suquamish Tribe US Tech CoWG X X X 
25. Angelika Hagen-Breaux WDFW US Tech CoWG X   X 
26. Carrie Cook-Tabor USFWS US Tech CoWG X   X 
27. Diego Holmgren Tulalip Tribe US Tech CoWG X X X 

28. Gary Morishima 
Quinault Tribe / 
Consultant US Tech CoWG X   X 

29. Laurie Weitkamp NOAA US Tech CoWG   X X 
30. Rob Jones NWIFC  US   CoWG X X X 

31. Kit Rawson 
Tulalip Tribe / 
Consultant US         X 
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